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IMPORTANT NOTICE
This prospectus has been prepared by Awilco LNG ASA in connection with the Listing of its shares on
Oslo Axess. The Prospectus has been prepared to comply with chapter 7 of the Securities Trading Act of
the Kingdom of Norway of June 29, 2007 No. 75 (the “Securities Trading Act”) and the related
regulations, including the European Commission Regulation EC/809/2004. The Prospectus has been
reviewed and approved by the Norwegian Financial Supervisory Authority (the "FSA"). The Prospectus
has been prepared in English language only. The Prospectus has not been passported into any other country
in the European Economic Area.
The information contained herein is only updated as of the date hereof and subject to change, completion or
amendment without notice. In accordance with the Securities Trading Act Section 7-15, any new factor,
significant error or inaccuracy that might emerge between the date of the Prospectus and the Listing will be
included in a supplement to the Prospectus. Neither the publication nor distribution of this Prospectus shall
under any circumstances imply that the information herein is correct as of any date subsequent to the date
of the Prospectus.
All inquiries relating to this Prospectus should be directed to the Company or the Managers. No other
person has been authorized to give any information about, or make any representation on behalf of, the
Company in connection with the Prospectus or the Listing, and, if given or made, such other information or
representation must not be relied upon as having been authorized by the Company or the Managers.
An investment in the Company involves inherent risks. Potential investors should carefully consider the
risk factors set out in Section 2 Risk Factors in addition to the other information contained herein before
making any investment decision. An investment in the Company is suitable only for investors who
understand the risk factors associated with this type of investment and who can afford a loss of all or part of
their investment. The contents of this Prospectus are not to be construed as legal, business or tax advice.
Any prospective investor should consult with their own legal adviser, business adviser and tax adviser as to
legal, business and tax advice.
The Company has furnished the information in this Prospectus in order to provide a presentation of the
Company. Unless otherwise indicated, the source of information included in this Prospectus is the
Company. The Managers make no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or
completeness of such information, and nothing contained in this Prospectus is, or shall be relied upon as, a
promise or representation by the Managers. Any reproduction or distribution of this Prospectus, in whole or
in part, and any disclosure of its contents is prohibited. The Managers disclaim all and any liability,
whether arising in tort or contract or otherwise, which it might otherwise have in respect of the Prospectus
or any such statement. In the ordinary course of their respective businesses, the Managers and certain of
their affiliates have engaged, and may continue to engage, in investment banking transactions with the
Company and its subsidiaries.
The distribution of this Prospectus in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. The Company
and the Managers require persons in possession of this Prospectus to inform themselves about and to
observe any such restrictions. This Prospectus serves as a listing Prospectus as required by
applicable laws and regulations only. The Prospectus does not constitute an offer to buy, subscribe or
sell any of the securities described herein, and no securities are being offered or sold pursuant to it.
The Shares have not been, and will not be, registered under the Securities Act or with any securities
regulatory authority of any state or other jurisdiction in the United States, and may not be offered or
sold within the United States except to QIBs in reliance on the exemption from the registration
requirements of the Securities Act provided by Rule 144A, or outside the United States in compliance
with Regulation S.
This Prospectus is subject to Norwegian law. Any dispute arising in respect of this Prospectus is subject to
the exclusive jurisdiction of the Norwegian courts with Oslo District Court as legal venue in the first
instance.
This Prospectus makes use of certain terms and definitions as explained in Section 15 Definitions, and
which terms and definitions shall have the meaning given therein.
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1.

Summary

The following summary should be read as an introduction to the Prospectus and in conjunction with it,
and is qualified in its entirety by the more detailed information appearing elsewhere in this Prospectus
and in the appendices to this Prospectus. Any decision to invest in the Company should be based on a
consideration of the Prospectus as a whole.
The Prospectus has been prepared in the English language only.
Where a claim relating to the information contained in the Prospectus is brought before a court, the
plaintiff investor might under the applicable legislation have to bear the costs of translating the
Prospectus before the legal proceedings are initiated. Civil liability attaches to those persons who
have tabled the summary including any translation thereof, and applied for its notification, but only if
the summary is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent when read together with the other parts of this
Prospectus.

1.1

About Awilco LNG

1.1.1
Overview
Awilco LNG AS was incorporated as a private limited company under the laws of Norway on 2
February 2011 and registered with the Norwegian Register of Business Enterprises under the
registration number 996 564 894.
The Company was converted to a public limited company by a special resolution passed at the
Company’s annual general meeting held on 6 July 2011, and the Company’s name was changed to
Awilco LNG ASA.
1.1.2
Legal and operational structure
The figure below shows the corporate structure of the Awilco LNG Group. Awilco LNG ASA is the
holding company of the Company and is the ultimate sole shareholder in the subsidiary companies.
Awilco LNG 1 AS, Awilco LNG 2 AS, Awilco LNG 3 AS, Awilco LNG 4 AS, Awilco LNG 5 AS,
Awilco LNG 6 AS and Awilco LNG 7 AS are the operating companies for the WilGas, WilPower,
WilEnergy, the Company’s newbuild LNG carriers and the options to order additional carriers.
Awilco LNG ASA

Awilco LNG
1 AS

Awilco LNG
2 AS

Awilco LNG
3 AS

Awilco LNG
4 AS

Awilco LNG
5 AS

Awilco LNG
6 AS

Awilco LNG
7 AS

WilGas

WilPower

WilEnergy

NB Hull
2289

NB Hull
2290

Option 1

Option 2

The Company is regulated by the Norwegian Public Companies Act of 13. June 1997 and the
Norwegian Securities Trading Act of 29. June 2007.
1.1.3
History and development
The Company was incorporated on 2 February 2011 for the purpose of acquiring the three LNG
carriers renamed WilGas, WilPower and WilEnergy. Awilco LNG was established by Awilco AS, a
company in the AWILHELMSEN Group which has fostered several companies previously listed on
Oslo Børs.
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Awilco AS started the work of identifying suitable acquisition candidates during the fall of 2010.
Negotiations were entered into in December 2010 and these were finally concluded when a
Memorandum of Understanding for the acquisition of three LNG vessels was signed in January 2011.
The agreed aggregate price for the vessels was USD 67 million, which was financed through private
placements in February and April in addition to the issuance of shareholder loans that were
subsequently converted into equity. On 12 May 2011, Awilco LNG signed Shipbuilding Contracts and
option agreements for the construction of 2 (+2 optional) LNG newbuildings, which were partly
financed through a private placement of NOK 534,788,415 in May 2011. Following the private
placement in May 2011, the Company’s shares were listed on the NOTC-list, maintained by the
Norwegian Securities Dealers Association.
1.1.4
Business overview
The Company owns three LNG vessels; WilGas built in 1984, WilPower built in 1983 and WilEnergy
built in 1983. The Company is marketing its vessels for spot and term chartering in the LNG market.
The Company has entered into a contract for the WilPower vessel, with a spot rate of USD 45,000 per
day from delivery in May 2011 until November 2011. The WilPower contract can be extended through
three 6-month periods, in charterer’s option. In July 2011 the Company entered into a 30 days fixed
contract period for the WilGas vessel at an undisclosed rate.
The Company is actively engaged in discussions regarding contracts for the Company’s WilEnergy
vessel, which have been available for contracts since July 2011. The Company is also actively
marketing its vessels WilPower and WilGas for future contracts.
The Company’s existing LNG vessels can at some point be converted into Floating Storage and
Regasification Units (FSRUs) and/or Gas-to-Wire units. FSRUs receive and regasify LNG, which is
thereafter transferred to a power plant. The concept of converting an older LNG carrier into an FSRU
is proven, as 4 vessels have been converted as of today. Conversion of an older vessel generally takes
15-24 months, and capital expenditure for conversion is typically USD 85-125 million depending on
layout and complexity. A Gas-to-Wire ship represents a floating power plant that is directly connected
with the electricity grid. A diesel-fueled power ship owned by Karadeniz Powership is in use today,
and the Company believes that the concept in the future could also apply to LNG. The Company
believes that its vessels are ideally suited for conversions, and will seek to convert its vessels if or
when the Company sees an opportunity to create value through conversions.
In addition to the Company’s existing LNG carriers, the Company has ordered 2 newbuild LNG
carriers to be delivered from the Daewoo yard in August and November 2013. The all-in cost is
approx. USD 200 million per vessel. In addition, the Company holds an option for delivery of two
additional LNG vessels, which the Company can exercise at any point before 20 September 2011. The
option agreement allows the Company to choose between delivery of two additional LNG carriers or
delivery of two FSRUs. The price for the optional LNG carriers will be USD 500,000 higher per
vessel compared to the price paid for the newbuilds already ordered. If the Company decides to order
two FSRUs instead of LNG carriers, the price will be higher than if the Company decides to order
LNG carriers. However, the Company has no intention to build FSRUs on a speculative basis with no
firm contract. The Company will only exercise the options if these are found to create value for
shareholders, stakeholders and the Company alike. Further, the Company will only exercise the
options if financing related to equity instalments is secured and if financing in general is available on
reasonable terms.

1.2

Board, Senior Management and employees

1.2.1
Board of Directors
As of the date of this Prospectus, the Board of Directors of the Company consists of 5 members;
Sigurd E. Thorvildsen (Chairman), Jon-Aksel Torgersen, Henrik Fougner, Annette Malm Justad and
Synne Syrrist.
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Further information about the Board of Directors of Awilco LNG ASA is set out in Section 7 Board of
Directors and Senior Management in this Prospectus.
1.2.2

Senior management

The Senior Management of Awilco LNG currently consists of Jon Skule Storheill (Chief Executive
Officer), Snorre Schie Krogstad (Chief Financial Officer) and Jan Espen Andersen (Head of
Operations). Mr. Storheill is employed on a management-on-hire agreement with Awilco AS. Pursuant
to the agreement, Mr. Storheill will be employed on a 70% basis by the Company and on a 30% basis
for Awilco AS. The rest of the Senior Management team are directly employed by the Company.
Further information about the Senior Management of Awilco LNG ASA is set out in Section 7 Board
of Directors and Senior Management in this Prospectus.
1.2.3

Employees

As of the date of this Prospectus, the Company has 4 employees, of which 1 person is employed
through a management-for-hire contract as further described in section 12.4.1 General and 1 person is
employed on a temporary contract.

1.3

Selected consolidated financial information

Below is a summary of the unaudited consolidated financial statements for the period from 1 April
2011 to 30 June 2011 and audited consolidated financial statements for the period from 2 February
2011 to 30 June 2011.. The financial information is presented in accordance with IFRS as adopted by
EU and derived from the Company’s historical financial statements, which are attached as Appendix 2
and 3 to this Prospectus.
Consolidated Income Statement:

TUSD
Revenue
Operating expenses
Operating profit/(loss)
Profit/(loss) before taxation
Net profit/(loss)
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income/(loss)
Attributable to minority interests
Attributable to shareholders of the parent
Basic net income per share
Diluted net income per share

Unaudited
From 01 Apr 2011 to
30 June 2011
1,607
7,030
(5,423)
(5,181)
(5,278)
(5,278)
(5,278)
(0.10)
(0.10)

Audited
From 02 Feb 2011
to 30 June 2011
1,607
8,386
(6,779)
(6,212)
(6,321)
(6,321)
(6,321)
(0.14)
(0.14)
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Consolidated Statement of financial position:
TUSD
Assets
Total non-current assets
Total current assets
Total assets
Equity and liabilities
Total equity
Total non-current liabilities
Total current liabilities
Total liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

1.4

Audited
30 June 2011

Unaudited
02 February 2011

110,541
66,424
176,965

3,681
3,681

167,907
9,058
9,058
176,965

3,673
8
8
3,681

Capitalization and indebtedness

The table below gives an overview of the Company’s consolidated capitalization and indebtedness per
30 June 2011, which has been derived from the Company’s consolidated financial statements attached
as Appendix 2 to this Prospectus. Please see Section 11.3 Capitalization and indebtedness for further
details.
TUSD
Total current debt
Secured
Unsecured
Total non-current debt
Secured
Unsecured
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Unaudited
30 June 2011

9,058

-

Shareholder’s equity
a Share capital
b Share premium
c Translation differences and other reserves
d Retained earnings

48,420
125,808
(6,321)

Total capitalisation

176,965
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Unaudited
30 June 2011

TUSD
A. Cash
B. Cash equivalents
C. Trading securities
D. Liquidity (A+B+C)

59,037
59,037

E. Current financial receivables

1,387

F. Current bank debt
G. Current portion of non-current debt
H. Other current financial debt
I. Current financial debt (F+G+H)

6,157
6,157

J. Net current financial indebtedness (I-E-D)

(54,267)

K. Non-current bank loans
L. Bond issues
M. Other non-current loans

-

N. Non-current financial debt (K+L+M)

-

O. Net financial indebtedness (J+N)

1.5

(54,267)

Major shareholders

The top 20 shareholders recorded in VPS as of 29 August 2011 are set forth in the table below:
Type
Name
AWILCO AS
HOME CAPITAL AS
UTHALDEN A/S HANS
ASTRUP FEARNLEY A/S
MORGAN STANLEY & CO
JP MORGAN
TYCOON INDUSTRIER AS
DATUM AS
EUROCLEAR BANK
SKIPS AS TUDOR
GROSS MANAGEMENT AS
KLP AKSJE NORDEN VPF
MORGAN STANLEY & CO
ARCTIC SECURITIES AS MEGLERKONTO
MORGAN STANLEY BROWN BROTHERS
KLP AKSJE NORGE VPF
MP PENSJON PK
FIDUCIA AS Jon-Aksel Torgersen
UBS AG
CREDIT SUISSE
OTHERS
TOTAL

NOM

NOM

NOM
MEG

NOM
NOM

Number of
Shares
22,874,500
5,135,050
5,135,050
5,135,050
4,099,952
4,041,200
3,627,940
2,800,950
2,200,900
1,410,100
908,910
900,000
850,300
723,229
671,000
600,000
536,800
466,850
434,300
409,559
4,827,234
67,788,874

%
33.74
7.58
7.58
7.58
6.05
5.96
5.35
4.13
3.25
2.08
1.34
1.33
1.25
1.07
0.99
0.89
0.79
0.69
0.64
0.60
7.12%
100%

As of 29 August 2011, the Company had a total of 88 Shareholders. The Managers have carried out a
sale of secondary shares between the 29 August 2011 and the Date of the Prospectus. As of the Date of
the Prospectus, the Company therefore has more than 100 shareholders and fulfils the requirements for
listing on Oslo Axess.
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1.6

Share capital

As of the date of this Prospectus, the issued share capital of the Company is NOK 271,155,496 divided
into 67,788,874 Shares of NOK 4 each. All the Shares are paid in full.
The Company has only one class of Shares and all Shares carry one vote at general meetings of the
Company. All the Shares of the Company have equal right, including right to dividends and voting
right.

1.7

Listing

At the date of the Prospectus none of the Company’s Shares are listed on any regulated market, and no
application for Listing of the Shares on a regulated market has been filed, other than the application
for Listing as described herein. The Company’s shares have however since May 2011 been listed on
the NOTC-list, maintained by the Norwegian Securities Dealers Association.
On 27 July 2011 the Company applied for Listing, and on 24 August 2011 the Board of Directors of
Oslo Børs approved the Listing in its meeting. The first day of Listing will be on 7 October 2011 at the
latest. The ticker code will be ALNG and the shares will be traded in NOK.
1.7.1

Reasons for the Listing on Oslo Axess

The board of Awilco LNG believes a stock exchange listing on Oslo Axess of Awilco LNG will give
the Company important benefits:
• Increase the liquidity in the share for the benefit of the Company’s shareholders
• Enhance the Company’s ability to access the capital markets to fund further growth in the
LNG market, including the financing of the Company’s optional vessels’
• Enable the Company to leverage its share as currency in potential strategic transactions

1.8

Expenses

Costs attributable to the listing will be borne by the Company. The total costs of the Listing are
expected to amount to approximately USD 0.4 million which include cost related to fees to the
Managers, Financial Supervisory Authority and Oslo Børs, costs to legal advisors and auditor, and
printing and distribution of this Prospectus.

1.9

Advisors and auditors

Arctic Securities ASA and Pareto Securities AS have acted as financial advisors in connection with
the Listing. As of the date of this Prospectus, Arctic Securities ASA holds 723,229 shares in the
Company, while Pareto Securities AS does not hold any shares in the Company.
Wiersholm, Mellbye & Bech, advokatfirma AS is the Company’s Norwegian legal adviser.
The Company’s statutory auditor is Ernst & Young and has been the Company’s auditor since its
incorporation.

1.10

Summary of risk factors

A number of risk factors may adversely affect the Company. Set out below is a summary of the most
relevant risk factors, as further described in Section 2. It should be noted that the risk factors described
below are of a general nature and are not the only risks that may affect the Company’s business or the
value of its shares. Additional risks not presently known to the Board of Directors, or considered
immaterial at this time, may also impair its business operations and prospects.
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Risks relating to the Company and the industry in which the Company operates
•

The level of activity in the gas industry in general and the LNG industry in particular

•

The inherent risks of operating LNG Carriers

•

Oversupply of LNG vessels

•

Competitors

•

Dependence on a limited number of vessels

•

Risks related to employment of the vessels

•

Dependency of suppliers may limit the Company’s ability to obtain supplies and services
when needed, at an acceptable cost, or at all

•

Dependency upon LNG transportation

•

The Company may not successfully expand its LNG business

•

The Company’s newbuilding projects involve risks

•

Risk related to the technical condition of the Company’s vessels

•

Increase in costs

•

The Company may assume substantial liabilities

•

Regulations governing operations

•

Environmental risks

•

Labour interruptions could disrupt the Company’s ability to operate its vessels

•

Dependence on senior management and other key personnel

•

Vessels’ service life

•

The market value of the Company’s vessels

•

Insurance

•

Risk relating to wars, terrorist attacks and piracy

•

Related party transaction and separation from AWILHELMSEN Group

Financial risks
•

Lack of historical financial information

•

Liquidity risk

•

Borrowing and leverage

•

Covenants compliance

•

The Company will need to raise a substantial amount of additional funds in order to finance
the delivery of the two newbuildings it has ordered, as well as the options it has secured (if
exercised)

•

Currency fluctuations

•

Operating costs

•

Counterparty risks
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Tax risks
Risks relating to the Shares
•

Volatility of the share price

•

A liquid market for the Shares may not develop

•

Investors may not be able to exercise their voting rights for Shares registered in a nominee
account

•

Risks related to issuances of Shares

•

Transfer restrictions

•

Exchange risk for shareholders

•

Various conditions may cause an adverse tax effect for the shareholder if the Company pays
dividends

Other risks
•

Risks associated with disputes including intellectual property right disputes

•

Requisition or arrest of assets

1.11

Documents on display

For a period of 12 months the following documents (or copies thereof), where applicable, may be
inspected at the Company’s registered office during normal business hours on Monday to Friday each
week (except public holidays):
a) The Articles of Association of the Company;
b) The historical financial information of the Company and its subsidiary undertakings since
incorporation to the publication of the Prospectus.
c) All reports included or referred to in the Prospectus;
d) This Prospectus

1.12

Articles of Association

The Articles of Association of the Company are included as Appendix 1 to this Prospectus.

1.13

Other issues

1.13.1 Disputes
The Company and/or Group is not, and has not been since its incorporation, party to, or the subject to,
any governmental, legal or arbitration proceedings which may have, or have had, significant effects on
the Company’s and/or Group’s financial position or its profitability. The Company and/or Group is
further not aware of any such legal or arbitration proceedings.
1.13.2 Material contracts
Other than the Shipbuilding Contracts and option agreements for additional LNG vessels, as further
described in section 12.3Material contracts, the Company has not entered into contracts deemed to be
outside of its ordinary business and which, in its view, can be deemed to represent material obligations
or give material entitlements to the Company.
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1.13.3 Transactions with close associates
The Company has entered into the following agreements with related parties:
•

Supervisory Technical Management Agreement with Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS,
whereby Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS shall act the supervisory technical manager for the
Company’s vessels

•

Management
Agreement
with AWILHELMSEN
Management
AS,
whereby
AWILHELMSEN Management AS shall perform administrative management services to the
Company

•

Technical Management Agreement with Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS, whereby
Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS shall act as technical manager of the Company’s vessels
under construction

•

Agreement regarding right to the name “Awilco” with Awilco AS, whereby the Company is
entitled to use the name “Awilco”, use the Awilco flag as part of the Company’s corporate
name, and to use the word “Awilco” as part of trademarks or brand names used in the
Company’s operations

Please refer to Sections 12.4 Transactions with related parties for further details.
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2.

Risk factors

2.1

General

Investing in the Company involves inherent risk. Before investing in the Company, investors should
carefully consider all of the information contained in this Prospectus, and in particular the following
risk factors, which may affect the Company’s activities, the industry in which it operates and the
Company’s Shares. Such information is presented as at the date hereof and is subject to change,
completion or amendment without notice.
If any of the following risks actually materialise, individually or together with other circumstances, the
Company’s business, financial position, operating results and cash flow could be materially and
adversely affected, which may cause a decline in the value and trading price of the Shares that could
result in a loss of all or part of any investment in the Shares. The risks described below may not be
exhaustive as additional risks not presently known to the Company, or which the Company currently
deems immaterial, may also impair its business operations and adversely affect its share price.
An investment in the Company’s Shares is recommended only for investors who understand the risks
associated with this type of investment and who can afford a loss of all or part of their investment and
prospective investors should consult expert advisors as to the suitability of an investment in the
Company.
The order in which the risks are presented below is not intended to provide an indication of the
likelihood of their occurrence nor of their severity or significance.

2.2

Risks relating to the Company and the industry in which the Company operates

2.2.1
The level of activity in the gas industry in general and the LNG industry in particular
The Company’s business, financial condition, results of operations and ability to pay dividends depend
on the level of activity in the gas industry in general and the LNG industry in particular which could
be materially adversely affected by, among other things, volatile natural gas prices, a decline in natural
gas exploration, LNG production and exports and the overall demand for natural gas and LNG.
The demand for the Company’s services depends on the level of activity in the natural gas industry,
which are affected by trends in natural gas prices. Any prolonged reduction in natural gas prices could
lead to reduced levels of exploration, development and production activity, which may in turn have a
material adverse effect on the Company’s business, financial condition, results of operations and cash
flow. Gas prices are volatile and are affected by numerous factors beyond the Company’s control,
including, but not limited to worldwide demand for natural gas and the following:
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•

the cost of exploring for, developing, producing, transporting and distributing of natural gas;

•

expectations regarding future energy prices – for both natural gas and other sources of energy;

•

level of world-wide LNG production and exports;

•

environmental protection and other laws and regulations;

•

local and international political and economic conditions;

•

political and military conflicts as well as natural disasters; and

•

the competitiveness of alternative energy sources.
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2.2.2
The inherent risks of operating LNG Carriers
The Company is in the business of operating ocean-going vessels which carries inherent risks. These
risks include the possibility of:
•

Marine accidents involving personal injuries, damage to vessel and equipment, including fires,
explosions and pollution as well as accidents involving for example grounding, collision or
sinking;

•

Environmental accidents; and

•

Business interruptions caused by mechanical failure, human error, war, terrorism, piracy,
political action in various countries, labour strikes, or adverse weather conditions.

Any of these circumstances or events could increase the Company’s costs or lower the Company’s
revenues, and cause personal injury or loss of life, damage to or destruction of property, pollution or
environmental damage, as well as claims by employees, third parties or customers and suspension of
operations. The involvement of the Company’s vessels in an oil spill or other environmental accident
may harm the Company’s reputation as a safe and reliable LNG carrier operator.
If the Company’s vessels suffer damage, they will need to be repaired. While the Company has
insured the vessels, situations may occur where the Company’s insurance policies do not cover the
repair costs. The loss of earnings while these vessels are being repaired, as well as the actual cost of
these repairs, would decrease the Company’s results of operations. However, the Company intends to
partly mitigate this risk through Loss of Hire insurance. If one of the Company’s vessels were
involved in an accident with the potential risk of environmental contamination, the resulting media
coverage could have a material adverse effect on the Company’s business, the Company’s results of
operations and cash flows weaken the Company’s financial condition and negatively affect the
Company’s ability to pay dividends.
2.2.3
Oversupply of LNG vessels
In the past, there have been prolonged periods of LNG vessels oversupply with correspondingly
depressed utilization rates and dayrates largely due to earlier, speculative construction of new LNG
vessels. In the period from 2004 to 2010 there was a general excess supply of vessels negatively
impacting the rates for LNG carriers. Improvements in dayrates and expectations of longer-term,
sustained improvements in utilization rates and dayrates for LNG vessels may lead to construction of
new LNG vessels. These increases in the supply of LNG vessels could reduce the utilization rates and
dayrates for the Company’s LNG vessels and materially reduce its revenues and profitability as well
as the value of its fleet. However, there is currently a long lead time for newbuildings coupled with
limited yard capacity which mitigates the risk of oversupply of new tonnage in the short and medium
term.
2.2.4
Competitors
The LNG transportation industry in which the Company operates is competitive. Competition arises
primarily from other LNG carrier owners, some of whom have substantially greater resources than
what the Company does. Furthermore, new competitors could enter the market for LNG carriers and
operate larger fleets through consolidations, acquisitions, or the purchase of new vessels, and may
therefore or for other reasons be able or willing to offer lower charter rates. Competitors may also
operate more modern fleets, which certain customers might prefer. In addition, competition among
LNG vessel services and equipment providers is affected by each provider’s reputation for safety and
quality. If the Company is not able to compete successfully, the Company’s earnings could be
adversely affected. Competition may also prevent the Company from achieving its goal of profitably
expanding into other areas of the LNG industry.
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2.2.5
Dependence on a limited number of vessels
Since the Company’s fleet currently consists of three vessels, any operational downtime or any failure
to secure employment for any one vessel at satisfactory rates will affect its results more significantly
than for a company with a larger fleet. Furthermore, off-hire due to technical or other problems to any
one vessel could be materially disruptive to the Company’s financial results.
Operational downtime could come as a result of several factors outside the Company’s control such as
a result of repair work. While the Company has in place systems to ensure access to critical spare parts
and equipment, there exists a risk of unpaid downtime (off-hire) resulting from the time needed to
repair or replace equipment which may have a long delivery time should there not be readily available
spares. The Company intends to arrange Loss of Hire insurance that, on certain conditions and for a
defined period, provides alternative hire.
2.2.6
Employment of the vessels
The charter rates payable under time charters or in the spot market may be uncertain and volatile and
will depend upon, among other things, economic conditions in the LNG market, which are closely
connected to world natural gas prices and energy markets which the Company cannot predict.
The Company’s ability to obtain charters at favourable rates will depend on the prevailing market
conditions. The Company cannot give any assurance that it will be able to successfully employ the
Company’s vessels at any given time at rates sufficient to allow the Company to operate its business
profitably or meet its obligations. If the Company is unable to employ one or more of its vessels, the
Company will not receive any revenues from that vessel, but the Company may be required to pay
expenses necessary to maintain the vessel in proper operating condition. A decline in charter or spot
rates or a failure to successfully obtain charters for the Company’s vessels could have a material
adverse effect on its revenues and profitability, and ability to meet its financing obligations.
Furthermore, the Company has ordered LNG newbuildings at DSME for which the Company has not
yet secured charter contracts. Although the Company is confident it will secure such employment
before the newbuildings are delivered, there is a risk that the newbuildings will be delivered from the
yard before employment has been secured. In such case, or in case contracts are entered into on terms
less favourable than the then prevailing market terms or otherwise, the Group’s revenues and
profitability could be adversely affected.
Having few customers makes the Company’s business especially vulnerable for counterparty risks as
described in Section 2.3.8 Counterparty risk.
2.2.7

Dependency of suppliers may limit the Company’s ability to obtain supplies and services
when needed, at an acceptable cost, or at all
The Company relies, and will in the future rely, on a significant supply of consumables, spare parts
and equipment to operate, maintain, repair and upgrade its fleet of vessels. Cost increases, delays or
unavailability could negatively impact the Company’s future operations and result in higher downtime
due to delays in the repair and maintenance of the Company’s fleet.
2.2.8
Dependency upon LNG transportation
Currently, the Company relies solely on the revenues generated from the Company’s business of
transporting LNG. Due to the lack of diversification in the Company’s lines of business, an adverse
development in the Company’s LNG business, or in the LNG industry, generally would have a
significant impact on the Company’s business, financial condition and results of operations and the
Company’s ability to pay dividends to the Company’s shareholders.
2.2.9
The Company may not successfully expand its LNG business
A principal component of the Company’s strategy is to expand profitably into other areas of the LNG
industry beyond the traditional marine transportation of LNG. In the medium to long term perspective,
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the Company will consider converting some or all of its existing vessels to floating storage and
regasification units (“FRSUs”) or Gas to Wire (“G2W”) ships. The Company has not previously been
involved in the FSRU or G2W businesses and the Company’s expansion into these areas may not be
profitable and the Company may incur losses including losses in respect of expenses incurred in
relation to project development. The Company will also have to operate the Company’s floating
storage and regasification and gas to wire services in new locations and expand the Company’s
customer base. Expansion into these areas will also involve additional risks, in particular risks
associated with the ownership and trading of natural gas and LNG. The Company’s ability to integrate
new LNG activities depends materially on its ability to identify attractive partners and projects and
obtain project financing at a reasonable cost.
2.2.10 The Company’s newbuilding projects involve risks
Vessel construction projects are subject to risks of delay or cost overruns inherent in any large
construction project from numerous factors. These risks include but are not limited to, shortages of
equipment, materials or skilled labour; unscheduled delays in the delivery of ordered materials and
equipment or shipyard construction; financial or operating difficulties experienced by equipment
vendors or the shipyard; unanticipated change orders; inability to obtain required permits or approvals;
new regulatory or class changes applicable for the vessels; failure of equipment to meet quality and/or
performance standards; work stoppages and other labour disputes; and adverse weather conditions or
any other events of force majeure.
Significant cost overruns or delays could adversely affect the Group’s financial position. Additionally,
failure to complete a project on time may result in the delay of revenue from that vessel or charterers
terminating a charter party due to delay in meeting an agreed delivery date. New vessels may also
experience start-up difficulties following delivery or other unexpected operational problems. While the
Company has secured customary builder’s warranties for defects, such events could result in costs or
uncompensated downtime, which also could adversely affect the Company’s financial position, results
of operations and cash flows or lead to the cancellation or termination of contracts.
2.2.11 Risk related to the technical condition of the Company’s vessels
The Company’s three existing vessels are around 27 years old. One of the vessels had been in lay up
for a short period prior to the purchase and was because of that dry-docked and upgraded straight after
the purchase. The vessels may not be in the technical conditions assumed by the Company at the time
of purchase. The vessels physical condition and records have been carefully vetted by the Company,
but it has not been possible to inspect the cargo tanks on two of the vessels. Although there are to the
best of the Company’s knowledge no indications from the records or other regulatory authorities that
the vessels tanks are in unsatisfied condition, their condition may not be as assumed by the Company
at the time of purchase. Damages or defects to the vessels may be discovered during operation, but
should not result in major cost and timely repairs as far as the Company has assessed. The Company is
not likely to have a right to claim the relevant sellers in such event.
2.2.12 Increase in costs
The Company’s vessel operating expenses and dry-dock capital expenditure depend on a variety of
factors including crew costs, provisions, deck and engine stores and spares, lubricating oil, insurance,
maintenance and repairs and shipyard costs, many of which are beyond the Company’s control and
affect the entire shipping industry. While the Company’s vessels are powered by boil-off LNG, the
Company could still incur substantial fuel costs if alternative fuel is needed in periods when the
vessels are idle during periods of commercial waiting time or when positioning or repositioning before
or after a time charter. The price and supply of fuel is unpredictable and fluctuates based on events
outside the Company’s control, including geopolitical developments, supply and demand for oil and
gas, actions by OPEC and other oil and gas producers, war and unrest in oil-producing countries and
regions, regional production patterns and environmental concerns. These may increase vessel
operating and dry-docking costs further. If costs rise, this could materially and adversely affect the
Company’s results of operations.
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2.2.13 The Company may assume substantial liabilities
Contracts in the LNG sector require high standards of safety, and it is important to note that all LNG
transportation contracts involve the Company assuming considerable risks and responsibilities. These
include technical, operational, commercial and political risks, and it is impossible to insure against all
the types of risk and liabilities mentioned. For instance, under some contracts the Company may have
unlimited liability for losses caused by its own gross negligence.
2.2.14 Regulations governing operations
The Company’s services are affected by governmental laws and regulations. The industry in which the
Company operates is dependent on demand for LNG transport and, accordingly, is indirectly also
affected by changing laws and regulations relating to the LNG and energy business in general. The
laws and regulations affecting the Company’s business and services include, among others laws, and
regulations relating to protection of the environment (see Item 2.2.15 below), quality, health and
safety, import-export quotas and price controls, imposition of trade barriers and other forms of
government regulation, economic conditions and taxation.
The Company and its customers are required to invest financial and managerial resources to comply
with these laws and regulations. The Company cannot predict the future costs of complying with these
laws and regulations, and any new laws or regulations could materially increase the Company’s
expenditures in the future. Existing laws or regulations or adoption of new laws or regulations limiting
exploration or production activities by oil and gas companies or imposing more stringent restrictions
on such activities could adversely affect the Company by increasing its operating costs, reducing the
demand for its services and restricting its ability to operate its vessels.
2.2.15 Environmental risks
The Company’s operations and vessels are subject to international environmental conventions, laws
and regulations, including United States’ federal laws regulations, controlling the discharge of
materials into the environment, requiring removal and clean-up of materials that may harm the
environment or otherwise relating to the protection of the environment. If any of the vessels that the
Company own or operate were to discharge fuel oil or other pollutions into the environment or to
otherwise be involved in any environmental spill or accident, the Company could incur substantial
costs as a result of such spill or clean up, and the Company may also be subject to significant fines in
connection with spills.
As the Company owns vessels which may operate in various parts of the world, several different
jurisdictions regarding liability for oil spills may apply, including several states in the United States
which have enacted legislation providing for unlimited liability for spills. The Company must also
carry evidence of financial responsibility for the Company’s vessels under these regulations.
Laws and regulations protecting the environment have become more stringent in recent years, and may
in some cases impose strict liability, rendering a person liable for environmental damage without
regard to negligence. Although the Company has obtained insurance as customary in the industry,
these laws and regulations may expose the Company to liability for the conduct of or conditions
caused by others, or for acts that were in compliance with all applicable laws at the time they were
performed. In spite of the Company’s insurances as well as the limited contractual indemnification it
might obtain from charterers, the application of these requirements or the adoption of new
requirements could have a material adverse effect on the Company’s financial position, results of
operations or cash flows.
2.2.16 Labour interruptions could disrupt the Company’s ability to operate its vessels
The crews employed on the Company’s vessels are at the date of this Prospectus all organized in
labour unions and on ITF approved tariffs. However, if individuals of the crew are involved in a strike
or other form of labour unrest, the Company’s operations may be disrupted, which may have a
material adverse impact on its business, results of operations and financial condition.
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2.2.17 Dependence on Senior Management and other key personnel
The Company’s development and prospects are dependent upon the continued services and
performance of its Senior Management and other key personnel. The loss of the services of any of the
Senior Management or key personnel may have an adverse impact on the Company. In addition to the
Senior Management, the Company depends on professional and operational personnel. An inability to
attract and retain such professional and operational personnel, or the unavailability of such skilled
crews, could have an adverse impact on the Company.
The Company currently has entered into a technical and crew management agreement with V.Ships to
secure adequate supply of skilled crew on the short and medium term basis. On a long term basis
however, the Company expects that it will have to find additional means of attracting skilled personnel
for operating the vessels, for example by engaging other crew managers, and the Company can make
no guarantees that this can be done at terms deemed favourable or acceptable at the time.
2.2.18 Vessels’ service life
The service life of the Company’s vessels will depend on many factors, including charterers’
preferences with regard to age, as well as the vessels’ technical condition, efficiency and the cost of
keeping them in operation compared to their ability to produce earnings. Although there are LNG
ships in operation that are significantly older than those of the Company, there can be no assurance of
how long the Company’s existing vessels will be in operation. The cost associated with the repair and
maintenance of vessels normally increases with age. In addition, there may be technical risks
associated with ageing vessel, including operational problems leading to unexpectedly high operating
costs and/or lost earnings, and which may have a material adverse effect on the financial position of
the Company.
2.2.19 The market value of the Company’s vessels
If the LNG transport market suffers adverse developments in the future, the fair market value of the
Company’s vessels may decline substantially. The market value of the vessels the Company currently
owns or may acquire in the future, may increase or decrease depending on a number of other factors,
including general economic and market conditions affecting the LNG shipping or natural gas
industries, competition, supply and demand for vessels including charterers’ preferences when it
comes to vessel design, age and size, the cost of ordering LNG newbuildings, prevailing charter rates
from time to time, changes in environmental protection laws and regulations or other government laws
and regulations or class rules.
Sale of a vessel after a fall in its market value could materially and adversely affect the Company’s
business prospects, financial condition, liquidity, results of operations, and/or the Company’s ability to
pay dividends to its shareholders.
2.2.20 Insurance
The operation of ships, including LNG carriers, involves substantial risk. Although the Company
carries protection and indemnity (P&I) insurance and hull & machinery insurance with renowned
insurance associations and companies, and intends to take out loss of hire insurance, all risks may not
be adequately insured against, and any particular claim may not be paid. In particular, claims related to
nuclear incidents will not, or only to a certain extent, be covered by the Group’s insurances.
Any claims covered by insurance would be subject to deductibles, and since it is possible that a large
number of claims may be brought, the aggregate amount of these deductibles could be material.
Certain of the Company’s insurance coverage is maintained through mutual P&I associations, and as a
member of such associations the Company may be obliged to make additional payments over and
above budgeted premiums if required by the relevant P&I association.
The Company may be unable to procure adequate insurance coverage at commercially reasonable rates
in the future. For example, more stringent environmental regulations have led in the past to increased
costs for, and in the future may result in the lack of availability of, insurance against risks of
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environmental damage or pollution. A marine disaster could exceed the Company’s insurance
coverage, which could harm the Company’s business, financial condition and operating results. Any
uninsured or underinsured loss could harm the Company’s business and financial condition. In
addition, the Company’s insurance may be voidable by the insurers as a result of certain of actions or
the Company or anyone for which it is responsible, such as for example the Company’s ships failing to
maintain class certification.
Changes in the insurance markets attributable to terrorist attacks may also make certain types of
insurance more difficult to obtain. In addition, upon renewal or expiration of the Company’s current
policies, the insurance that may be available to us may be significantly more expensive than the
Company’s existing coverage.
2.2.21 Risk relating to wars, terrorist attacks and piracy
War, military tension and terrorist attacks have, among other things, caused instability in the world’s
financial and commercial markets. This has in turn significantly increased political and economic
instability in some of the geographic markets in which the Company operates (or may operate in the
future) and has contributed to high levels of volatility in prices for, among other things, oil and gas.
Continuing instability may cause further disruption to financial and commercial markets and
contribute to even higher levels of volatility in prices. In addition, acts of terrorism, piracy, sabotage
and threats of armed conflicts in or around the various areas in which the Company operates could
limit or disrupt the Company’s markets and operations, including disruptions from evacuation of
personnel, cancellation of contracts, the loss of personnel or assets or reduced demand for the
Company’s services.
Furthermore, LNG facilities and vessels, pipelines and gas fields could be targets of future terrorist
attacks or piracy. Any such attacks could lead to, among other things, bodily injury or loss of life,
vessel or other property damage, increased vessel operational costs, including insurance costs, and the
inability to transport LNG to or from certain locations. Terrorist attacks, war or other events beyond
the Company’s control that adversely affect the production, storage or transportation of LNG to be
shipped or processed by the Company could entitle the Company’s customers to terminate the
Company’s charter contracts, which would harm the Company’s cash flow and the Company’s
business.
Terrorist attacks, or the perception that LNG facilities or LNG vessels are potential terrorist targets,
could materially and adversely affect expansion of LNG infrastructure and the continued supply of
LNG to the United States and other countries which in turn could have materially adverse
consequences for the Company’s business.
The Company’s vessels may from time to time operate within areas exposed to piracy. In case of a
successful ship hijack of any of the Company’s vessels, the vessel will lay idle until released from the
pirates. During this period the vessel will be unable to generate income to the Company.
2.2.22 Related party transaction and separation from AWILHELMSEN Group
The Company and the AWILHELMSEN Group are completely separated, save only for some services
purchased by the Group from Awilco AS, Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS and AWILHELMSEN
Management AS as further set out in Sections 12.4.1, 12.4.2, 12.4.3, 12.4.4 and 12.4.5.
In the unlikely event Awilco AS, Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS and AWILHELMSEN
Management AS terminate the services agreements, the Company must perform the services
themselves or purchase these services from another third party. At the time, the Company may not
have the employees to perform some of the functions. However, it is intended that the Company in the
future will employ most or all of these functions in-house and hence terminate the agreements with
Awilco AS, Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS and AWILHELMSEN Management AS.
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2.3

Financial risks

2.3.1
Lack of historical financial information
As discussed further in Section 9 “Financial Information”, the Company was incorporated 2 February
2011. The Company consequently has a very limited operating history covering an audited
consolidated financial statement for the period 2 February 2011 to 30 June 2011. Further, only one of
three vessels was employed during the period covered by the financial information. Accordingly, it
may be challenging to assess the Company’s outlook based on its historical financial performance.
2.3.2
Liquidity risk
The Company is dependent upon having access to long term funding, but will not have any external
financing available as of Listing. The lack of external debt financing may adversely affect the
Company’s liquidity.
The factors giving rise to the Company’s liquidity needs include, but are not limited, to the following:

•

The development of newbuilding projects

•

Changes in operating costs

•

Changes in income, including as a result of the employment level of the Company’s vessels or
other business interruptions

There can be no assurance that the Company may not experience net cash flow shortfalls exceeding
the Company’s available funding sources nor can there be any assurance that the Company will be
able to raise new equity, or arrange new borrowing facilities, on favourable terms and in amounts
necessary to conduct its ongoing and future operations, should this be required. If the Company is
unable to obtain new and favourable contracts for vessels whose contracts are expiring or are
terminated, the Company’s liquidity position could be adversely affected. The Company may not be
able to secure new sources of liquidity or funding, should projected or actual liquidity fall below levels
the Company requires. The factors giving rise to the Company’s liquidity needs could also constrain
the ability to replenish the liquidity of the Company. The Company may not have access to funding
from banks and other lenders in the amounts or on the terms it may be seeking. These same factors
could also impact the ability of the Company’s shareholders to provide it with liquidity, and there can
be no assurance that the Company could obtain additional shareholder funding. Failure to access
necessary liquidity could require the Company to scale back its operations, postpone or cancel plans to
acquire further vessels or to implement business plans, such as converting older vessels into floating
storage and regasification units or Gas to Wire ships, or could have other materially adverse
consequences for its business and its ability to meet its obligations.
2.3.3
Borrowing and leverage
In order to fund future projects, vessel acquisitions, increased working capital levels or other capital
expenditures, the Group may be required to incur borrowings or raise capital through the sale of debt
or additional equity securities. To the extent income derived from assets obtained with borrowed funds
exceeds the interest and other expenses that the Company will have to pay, the Company’s net income
will be greater than if borrowings were not made. Conversely, if the income from the assets obtained
with borrowed funds is insufficient to cover the cost of such borrowings, the net income of the
Company will be less than if borrowings were not made.
The Company will as of the Date of this Prospectus have no financial indebtedness. An overdraft
facility of up to USD 15 million was however established 27 July 2011. As of the Date of this
Prospectus, the Company has not used this facility. The Company will attempt to borrow only when it
is believed that such borrowings will benefit the Company after taking into account considerations
such as the costs of the borrowing and the likely returns on the assets purchased with the borrowed
monies. However, no assurances can be given that the Company will be successful in obtaining
external debt financing on satisfactory terms and conditions if such financing should be required.
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2.3.4
Covenants compliance
The overdraft facility of up to USD 15 million, established 27 July, 2011, prevents the Company from
making any dividend payments until 26 July 2012. As of the Date of this Prospectus, the Company
does not currently have any other financial indebtedness or overdraft facilities, and thus no other
applicable covenants related to its financing, however this may be the case with future financing. If the
Company is unable to comply with the restrictions and covenants in future debt financing agreements,
there could be a default under the terms of those agreements. The Company’s ability to comply with
these restrictions and covenants, including meeting financial ratios and measures, is dependent on its
future performance and may be affected by events beyond its control. If a default occurs under these
agreements, lenders could terminate their commitments to lend or accelerate the outstanding loans and
declare all amounts borrowed due and payable. Borrowings under debt arrangements that contain
cross-acceleration or cross-default provisions may also be accelerated and become due and payable. If
any of these events occur, the Company cannot guarantee that the Company’s assets will be sufficient
to repay in full all of its outstanding indebtedness, and the Company may be unable to find alternative
financing. Even if the Company could obtain alternative financing, that financing might not be on
terms that are favourable or acceptable.
2.3.5

The Company will need to raise a substantial amount of additional funds in order to
finance the delivery of the two newbuildings it has ordered, as well as the options it has
secured (if exercised)
The Company has entered into newbuilding contracts for two LNG carriers with DSME. In addition,
the parties have entered into agreements for two optional newbuildings. In order to finance the 2
newbuild LNG carriers already ordered, the Company completed an equity issue in May 2011 with
gross proceeds of NOK 534,788,415. The two firm newbuildings will be partly financed through debt
financing. Entering into final debt financing agreements with different terms from planned, may
adversely affect the Group’s business, financial condition, results of operations, cash flow and/or
ability to pay dividend.
Entering into newbuilding contracts for the optional vessels will require financing outside the
Company's current available funds. Entering into public or private debt or equity financing the
building of the optional vessels may impact the Company's cash flow as well as its dividend capacity
and potentially lead to the dilution of existing shareholders.
2.3.6
Currency fluctuations
Although the Company receives and pays most of its revenues and expenses in USD, it will carry
international operations and may experience currency exchange losses when revenues are received and
expenses are paid in nonconvertible currencies or when the Company does not hedge an exposure to a
foreign currency. The Company may also incur losses as a result of an inability to collect revenues
because of a shortage of convertible currency available to the country of operation, controls over
currency exchange or controls over the repatriation of income or capital.

2.3.7
Operating costs
During the last few years, the business has generally experienced operating costs at a stable level and
with increases not exceeding the inflation rate. However, many of the Company’s operating costs are
unpredictable and can vary based on events beyond the Company’s control. The Company’s gross
margins will therefore vary over the terms of its contracts. If the Company’s costs increase or it
encounters unforeseen costs, it may not be able to recover them from its customers, which could
adversely affect its financial position, results of operations and cash flows.
2.3.8
Counterparty risks
The revenues of the Company will depend on the financial position of its customers and also to a
certain extent the willingness of these to honour their obligations towards the Company. The Company
has or may enter into among other things, charter-parties with the Company’s customers, conversion
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contracts with shipyards, ship building contracts with shipyards, credit facilities with banks, interest
rate swaps, foreign currency swaps and equity swaps. The ability of each of the Company’s
counterparties to perform its obligations under a contract with the Company will depend on a number
of factors that are beyond the Company’s control and may include, among other things, general
economic conditions, the condition of the LNG market and charter rates. There can be no guarantees
that the financial position of the Company’s customers and other contract parties will be sufficient to
perform their obligations under the contracts with the Company. Failures by customers or other
contract parties to comply with their contracts with the Company might have a significant adverse
effect on the revenues and financial position of the Company.
As the Company currently only owns three vessels, it will necessarily have a limited number of
customers. Having few customers makes the Company’s business especially vulnerable for
counterparty risks.

2.4

Tax risks

Tax laws and regulations are highly complex and subject to interpretation. Consequently, the
Company is subject to changing tax laws, treaties and regulations in and between countries in which it
operates. The Company’s income tax expense is based upon its interpretation of the tax laws in effect
in various countries at the time that the expense was incurred. A change in these tax laws, treaties or
regulations, or in the interpretation thereof, which is beyond the Company’s control could result in a
materially higher tax expense or a higher effective tax rate on the Company’s earnings.
From time to time the Company’s tax payments may be subject to review or investigation by tax
authorities of the jurisdictions in which the Company operates from time to time. If any tax authority
successfully challenges the Company’s operational structure, intercompany pricing policies; or if the
Company loses a material tax dispute in any country, or any tax challenge of the Company’s tax
payments is successful, its effective tax rate on its earnings could increase substantially and the
Company’s earnings and cash flows from operations could be materially adversely affected.

2.5

Risks relating to the Shares

2.5.1
Volatility of the share price
The trading price of the Shares could fluctuate significantly in response to a number of factors beyond
the Company’s control, including quarterly variations in operating results, adverse business
developments, interest rates, changes in financial estimates and investment recommendations or
ratings by securities analysts, matters announced in respect of major customers or competitors of new
product and service offerings, significant contracts, acquisitions or strategic relationships, publicity
about the Company, its products and services or its competitors, lawsuits against the Company,
unforeseen liabilities, changes to the regulatory environment in which the Company operates or
general market conditions.
In recent years, the stock market has experienced extreme price and volume fluctuations. This
volatility has had a significant impact on the market price of securities issued by many companies,
including companies in the same industry. Those changes may occur without regard to the operating
performance of these companies. The price of the Company’s Shares may therefore fluctuate based
upon factors that have little or nothing to do with the Company, and these fluctuations may materially
affect the price of its Shares.
The market price of the Shares could also decline due to sales of a large number of the Shares in the
market or the perception that such sales could occur. Such sales could also make it more difficult for
the Company to offer equity securities in the future at a time and at a price that are deemed
appropriate.
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2.5.2
A liquid market for the Shares may not develop
There can be no assurance that an active trading market for the Shares will develop, or be sustained.
The market value of the Shares could be substantially affected by the extent to which a secondary
market develops for the Shares following the completion of the Listing.
2.5.3

Investors may not be able to exercise their voting rights for Shares registered in a nominee
account
Beneficial owners of the Shares that are registered in a nominee account (such as through brokers,
dealers or other third parties) may not be able to vote for such Shares unless their ownership is reregistered in their names with the VPS prior to the Company’s General Meetings. The Company
cannot guarantee that beneficial owners of the Shares will receive the notice of a General Meeting of
shareholders of the Company in time to instruct their nominees to either effect a re-registration of their
Shares or otherwise vote for their Shares in the manner desired by such beneficial owners.
2.5.4
Risks related to issuances of Shares
It is possible that the Company may in the future decide to offer additional Shares or other securities in
order to finance new capital-intensive projects, in connection with unanticipated liabilities or expenses
or for any other purposes. Any such additional offering could reduce the proportionate ownership and
voting interests of holders of Shares, as well as the earnings per Share and the net asset value per
Share of the Company, and any offering by the Company could have a material adverse effect on the
market price of the Shares.
2.5.5
Transfer restrictions
The Shares have not been registered under the US Securities Act or any US state securities laws or any
other jurisdiction outside of Norway and are not expected to be registered there in the future. As such,
the Shares may not be offered or sold except pursuant to an exemption from the registration
requirements of the US Securities Act and applicable securities laws. In addition, there can be no
assurances that shareholders residing or domiciled in the United States will be able to participate in
future capital increases or right offerings.
2.5.6
Exchange risk for shareholders
The Share will be traded in NOK while accounts and the operations of the Company primarily are
exposed to the rate of the USD, exposing the individual shareholder for risk of exchange rate
fluctuations between NOK and USD.
2.5.7

Various conditions may cause an adverse tax effect for the shareholder if the Company
pays dividends
Dividends declared and paid by a Norwegian company may be subject to local tax in the investor’s
home country, and each investor should make such investigations for himself/herself. Norwegian
investors will be subject to taxation as dividend may be deemed as taxable income for the receiver,
and such dividend may be subject to 28% tax and the same tax rate will apply with respect to capital
gains for such investors. See Section 12 for more details.

2.6

Other risks

2.6.1
Risks associated with disputes including intellectual property right disputes
The operating hazards inherent in the Company’s business expose the Company to litigation, including
personal injury litigation, environmental litigation, contractual litigation with clients, intellectual
property litigation, tax or securities litigation, and maritime lawsuits including the possible arrest of
the Company’s units.
Operating the vessels will utilize patented or otherwise proprietary technology, and may potentially
infringe third party rights. The majority of the intellectual property rights relating to the Company’s
vessels and related equipment are owned by the shipyards and the Company’s suppliers. Disputes
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involving such rights may ultimately lead to the Company losing access to repair services or essential
spares, or could force the Company to pay royalties or to cease use of some equipment.
The Company is currently not involved in any litigation that, in the Company’s view, may have a
significant effect on the Company’s financial position or profitability. However, the Company
anticipates that the Company will in the future, be involved in litigation matters from time to time. The
Company cannot predict with certainty the outcome or effect of any claim or other litigation matter.
Any future litigation may have an adverse effect on the Company’s business, financial position, results
of operations and the Company’s ability to pay dividends, because of potential negative outcomes, the
costs associated with prosecuting or defending such lawsuits, and the diversion of management's
attention to these matters.
2.6.2
Requisition or arrest of assets
If the Company is in default of certain obligations, such as those to the Company’s crew members,
suppliers of goods and services to the Company’s vessels or shippers of cargo, these parties may be
entitled to a maritime lien against one or more of the Company’s vessels. In many jurisdictions, a
maritime lien holder may enforce its lien by arresting a vessel through foreclosure proceedings. In a
few jurisdictions, claimants could try to assert “sister ship” liability against one vessel in the
Company’s fleet for claims relating to another of the Company’s vessels. The arrest or attachment of
one or more of the Company’s vessels could interrupt the Company’s cash flow and require the
Company to pay to have the arrest lifted.
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3.

Responsibility for the Prospectus

This Prospectus has been prepared by Awilco LNG ASA in connection with the Listing described
herein.
The Board of Directors of Awilco LNG ASA (the “Board of Directors”) hereby declares that, having
taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case, the information contained in this Prospectus
is, to the best of our knowledge, in accordance with the facts and contains no omission likely to affect
its import.
Oslo, 5 September 2011

Sigurd E. Thorvildsen
Chairman

Henrik Fougner
Director

Jon-Aksel Torgersen
Director

Annette Malm Justad
Director

Synne Syrrist
Director
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4.

Information concerning the securities to be admitted to
trading

4.1

Incorporation, registered office and registration number

The Shares are created under the laws of Norway and issued in accordance with the provision of the
Companies Act.
The Company’s Shares are in registered form, and are registered in book-entry form with the VPS
under the securities identification code ISIN NO0010607971. The Company’s account operator is
DnB NOR Verdipapirservice, Stranden 21, Aker Brygge, 0021 Oslo, Norway.
The shares are denominated in Norwegian kroner (NOK), each with a nominal value of NOK 4.

4.2

The Company’s objects and purposes and reason for the listing

The object and the purposes of the Company are shipping trade and related business. The Company’s
objective is also to carry out acquisition, financing and sale of capital investments relating to shipping
activity, and in addition invest in equity instruments, bonds and partnership contribution of any kind,
and participate with ownership interests in other shipping companies and hereto associated business.
Information about the Company’s objects and purposes are provided for in the Articles of Association
Section 3 (see Appendix 1).
The board of Awilco LNG believes a stock exchange listing on Oslo Axess of Awilco LNG will give
the Company important benefits:
•
•

•

4.3

Increase the liquidity in the share for the benefit of the Company’s shareholders
Enhance the Company’s ability to access the capital markets to fund further growth in the LNG market,
including the financing of the Company’s optional vessels’
Enable the Company to leverage its share as currency in potential strategic transactions

Rights attached to the shares

The Company has one class of shares. All issued Shares of the Company have equal voting rights and
each Share gives the right to one vote at general meetings of the Company. The Company’s major
shareholders do not have different voting rights than the other shareholders.
Pursuant of the Articles of Association and the Companies Act, the Shares have equal rights to the
Company’s profits, in the event of liquidation and equal rights to receive dividend, unless all the
shareholders approve otherwise. A financial covenant on a bank overdraft facility of up to USD 15
million, established 27 July 2011, prevents the Company however, from making any dividend
payments until 26 July 2012. See section 8 Share Capital and shareholder matters for a further
description of certain matters pertaining of the Company’s Shares, including dividend rights, voting
rights, pre-emption rights, rights to share in profits, rights to share surplus in the event of liquidation,
mandatory offer obligation, squeeze-out etc.

4.4

Transferability

There are no limitations on the transferability of the Shares under the Norwegian law or the
Company’s Articles of Association. There are no limitations under Norwegian law on the rights of
non-resident of foreign owners to hold or vote the Shares.

4.5

Information on holdings

The Company does not have any ownership interest or investment which is likely to have a significant effect
on the assessment of the Company’s own assets and liabilities, financial position or profit or losses.
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4.6

Managers and advisors

The Managers of the Listing are Pareto Securities AS, Dronning Mauds gate 3, P.O box 1411 Vika,
NO-0115 Oslo Norway, and Arctic Securities ASA, Haakon VII’s Gate 5, N-0123 Oslo, Norway.
Wiersholm has acted as legal advisor to the Company, while Bugge Arentz-Hansen & Rasmussen
(BA-HR) and Deloitte, respectively, have acted as legal advisor and financial advisor to the Manager
in connection with the Listing.

4.7

Admission to trading

On 27 July 2011, the Company submitted an application for Listing of the Shares on Oslo Axess.
On 24 August 2011, the Board of Directors of Oslo Børs ASA resolved to grant admission of the
Shares to listing on Oslo Axess.
The first day of trading of the Shares on Oslo Axess will be on 7 October 2011 at latest, and is
scheduled for 6 September 2011. The Company will be listed on Oslo Axess under the ticker symbol
“ALNG”.
The Company’s Shares are not listed, and no application has been made for listing, on any stock
exchange or regulated market other than Oslo Axess.

4.8

Expense of the listing

All directly attributable costs in connection with the Listing will be borne by the Company. Costs
related to the Listing, such as fees to Oslo Børs, printing and distribution of this Prospectus, costs to
legal and financial advisors and the Company’s auditor, are expected to amount to approximately USD
0.4 millions.
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5.

Presentation of Awilco LNG

5.1

Incorporation, registered office and registration number

The parent company in the Awilco LNG Group of companies, Awilco LNG AS, was incorporated as a
private limited company under the laws of Norway on 2 February 2011 with the registration number
996 564 894. The Company was converted to a public limited company by a special resolution passed
at the Company’s annual general meeting held on 6 July 2011, and the Company’s name was changed
to Awilco LNG ASA.
The Company’s registered office is Beddingen 8, 0250 Oslo, Norway. The Company’s telephone
number is +47 22 01 42 00.

5.2

Legal and operational structure

The figure below shows the corporate structure of the Awilco LNG Group. Awilco LNG ASA is the
holding company of the Company and is the ultimate sole shareholder in the subsidiary companies.
Awilco LNG 1 AS, Awilco LNG 2 AS, Awilco LNG 3 AS, Awilco LNG 4 AS, Awilco LNG 5 AS,
Awilco LNG 6 AS and Awilco LNG 7 AS are the operating companies for the WilGas, WilPower,
WilEnergy, the Company’s newbuild LNG carriers and the options to order additional carriers.
Awilco LNG ASA

Awilco LNG
1 AS

Awilco LNG
2 AS

Awilco LNG
3 AS

Awilco LNG
4 AS

Awilco LNG
5 AS

Awilco LNG
6 AS

Awilco LNG
7 AS

WilGas

WilPower

WilEnergy

NB Hull
2289

NB Hull
2290

Option 1

Option 2

The Company is regulated by the Norwegian Public Companies Act of 13. June 1997 and the
Norwegian Securities Trading Act of 29. June 2007.

5.3

History and development of Awilco LNG

Awilco LNG was incorporated on 2 February 2011 for the purpose of acquiring the three LNG vessels
renamed WilGas, WilPower and WilEnergy.
Awilco LNG was established by Awilco AS, a company in the AWILHELMSEN Group which has
fostered several companies previously listed on Oslo Børs.
Awilco AS started the work of identifying suitable acquisition candidates during the fall of 2010.
Negotiations were entered into in December 2010 and these were finally concluded when a
Memorandum of Understanding for the acquisition of three LNG vessels was signed in January 2011.
The agreed aggregate price paid for the vessels was USD 67 million, which was financed through
private placements of NOK 122,999,640 in February 2011 and NOK 76,800,000 in April 2011, and
two shareholder loans in March and April 2011 respectively of USD 25 million and USD 14 million
that were subsequently converted into equity.
On 12 May 2011, Awilco LNG signed Shipbuilding Contracts and option agreements for the
construction of 2 (+2 optional) LNG newbuildings at DSME at an all-in cost of approx. USD 200
million per vessel. The planned capital expenditure in relation to the two LNG vessels ordered is
described in section 11.5 Planned and commited investments and related funding. Awilco LNG
carried out a private placement of NOK 534,788,415 in May 2011 to partly finance the equity
instalments on the newbuild LNG carriers.
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Following the private placement in May 2011 the Company’s shares were listed on the NOTC-list,
maintained by the Norwegian Securities Dealers Association.
In parallel with the acquisition of LNG carriers, Awilco LNG has developed its organisation to
provide the relevant in-house services for an LNG vessel operator, and to gradually reduce its
dependency on its founder Awilco AS. Mr. Snorre Schie Krogstad was appointed as the Company’s
CFO in June 2011, and Mr. Jan Espen Andersen was appointed Head of Operations in May 2011. In
addition, the Company has signed agreements with key partners regarding the operations of the LNG
vessels. V. Ships LNG has the technical management of the Company’s vessels. Wilhelmsen Marine
Services (WMS) has the supervisory technical management of the existing fleet and technical
management and follow-up of the newbuildings at DSME and an agreement has been made with
AWILHELMSEN Management AS whereby AWILHELMSEN Management AS will offer
administrative management services to the Company. Awilco and WMS have extensive experience
within the shipping and offshore segment through involvement, establishment and ownership of
several shipping and offshore companies including the previously stock listed companies Awilco
Offshore and Ocean HeavyLift.
Awilco LNG commenced work upon its first contract for WilPower in May 2011 and is in active
discussions for spot and term chartering of all vessels. See section 5.5 Contracts for additional
information on the contract status of the Company’s vessels. The LNG market is currently
characterised by a strong growth in demand and a shortage of available vessels; Conditions that the
Company considers highly favourable.
With the Company being active in the spot and term chartering of LNG vessel, the level of activity in
the gas industry in general and the LNG industry in particular are the main factors implicating the
Company’s operations and principal activities. An oversupply of LNG vessels, a decrease dependency
upon LNG transportation in general or any other factor impacting the LNG market will have direct
impact on the Company’s operations. See section 6 “Market overview” for additional information on
the LNG market.

5.4

Business overview

Awilco LNG owns three LNG vessels; WilGas built in 1984, WilPower built in 1983 and WilEnergy
built in 1983. Furthermore, the Company has secured 2 (+2 optional) LNG newbuilds to be delivered
in August and November 2013.
5.4.1
Existing vessels
The main particulars of the Company’s existing LNG vessels are set forth in the table below:
WilGas

WilPower

WilEnergy

Built

1984

1983

1983

Yard

Mitsubishi H.I.

Kawasaki H.I.

Mitsubishi H.I.

125,631

125,660

125,556

V.Ships LNG

V.Ships LNG

V.Ships LNG

DWT

67,552 mt

69,991 mt

67,055 mt

Draft

11.5 m

11.5 m

11.5 m

Capacity (m3)
Manager
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5.4.2

Newbuilds

The main particulars of the Company’s newbuilding LNG vessels are set forth in the table below:
Newbuild Hull 2289

Newbuild Hull 2290

August 2013

November 2013

Yard

DSME

DSME

Capacity (m3)

155,900

155,900

WMS

WMS

Flag

NIS (planned)

NIS (planned)

DWT

76,600 mt

76,600 mt

Draft

11.5 m

11.5m

Main Engine

DFDE

DFDE

Delivery

Manager

5.4.3
Newbuild options
In addition to the ordered newbuild LNG carriers described above, the Company holds one option for
delivery of two additional LNG vessels. Through this option, the Company can choose between
delivery of two additional LNG carriers in Q4 2014 or delivery of two FSRUs in Q1 2015. The option
agreement was entered into on 12 May 2011 and will need to be exercised by 20 September 2011. If
the Company decides to order two additional LNG carriers, the price will be USD 500,000 higher per
vessel compared to the price paid for the ordered newbuilds. If the Company decides to order two
FSRUs instead of LNG carriers, the price will be higher than if the Company decides to order LNG
carriers.
However, the Company has no intention to build FSRUs on a speculative basis with no firm contract.
The Company will only exercise the options if these are found to create value for shareholders,
stakeholders and the Company alike. Further, the Company will only exercise the options if financing
related to equity instalments is secured and if financing in general is available on reasonable terms.
5.4.4
The DSME shipyard
DSME is one of the most recognised yards in the World. DSME was established in 1973, and the yard
has a leading position in the production of LNG carriers based on DSME’s proprietary design. DSME
had an order backlog as of May 2011 of 203 vessels, of which 169 were commercial ships, 24 were
offshore plants and 10 were specialty vessels. The yard’s capacity is approx. 70 commercial ships per
year, 30-40 offshore plants per year and 10 specialty vessels per year.
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5.4.5
Potential for vessel conversions
The Company’s existing LNG vessels can at some point be converted into Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit (FSRU) and/or Gas-to-Wire units.
FSRUs receive and regasify LNG, which is thereafter transferred to a power plant. FSRUs represent a
smaller investment than an onshore regasification terminal, can be moved from place to place, and is
also faster to build than an onshore regasification terminal. An FSRU can therefore either be installed
instead of an LNG regasification terminal, or function as a temporary solution until an onshore
terminal is completed. FSRU conversions are technically challenging and strong project management
skills are required in order to reach completion on budget and on time. However, all key items
required for an FSRU are available from several suppliers and the conversion concept is proven, as 4
FSRU conversions have been completed as of the date of this Prospectus. Conversion of an older
vessel generally takes 15-24 months, of which 3-6 months is included in tendering. Capex for
conversion is typically USD 85-125 million depending on layout and complexity.
A Gas-to-Wire ship represents a floating power plant that is directly connected with the electricity
grid. Several factors imply a compelling commercial rationale behind the Gas-to-Wire concept,
including:
• Opportunity to amend permanent electricity shortfall where no LNG import capacity is in
place
• Flexible power supply according to seasonal needs (i.e. Northern/Southern hemisphere)
• Increased power need due to temporary events (e.g. power outages caused by natural disasters,
sports events like the Qatar FIFA World Cup)
Conversion to a Gas-to-Wire ship represents another option for the Company. A diesel-fueled power
ship owned by Karadeniz Powership is in use today, and the Company believes that the concept in the
future could also apply to LNG.
The Company believes that its vessels are ideally suited for conversions. The Company’s LNG vessels
have been built to last for at least 40 years. The remaining lifetime is therefore assumed to be about 12
- 13 years. Furthermore, Moss tanks are in general well suited for conversions due to their selfsupporting aluminium structure that do not deteriorate and do not structurally weaken the hull. The
Company will have an opportunistic approach towards conversions into FSRU and/or Gas-to-Wire
units, and will seek to convert its vessels if or when the Company sees an opportunity to create value
through conversions.

5.5

Contracts

The Company is marketing its vessels for short-term contracts in the LNG spot marked.
The Company has entered into a contract for the WilPower vessel, which has been earning USD
45,000 per day from delivery in May 2011 until November 2011. The WilPower contract can be
extended through three 6-month periods, in charterer’s option. The dayrate in the first extension period
will range from USD 45,000 per day to USD 70,000 per day, where the applicable dayrate is subject to
negotiation. No range has been set for the day rate in the second and third extension period, and the
day rate in these extension periods are therefore fully subject to negotiation.
In July 2011 the Company entered into a 30 days fixed contract period for the WilGas vessel at an
undisclosed rate.
The Company is actively engaged in discussions regarding contracts for the Company’s WilEnergy
vessel, which have been available for contracts since July 2011. The Company is also actively
marketing its WilPower and WilGas vessels for future contracts.
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5.6

Principal markets

The Company is actively engaged in transport of LNG, between LNG production plants and LNG
regasification plants where LNG is transferred to power plants. The LNG shipping market is Global
and consists of a range of players. Contracts awards have historically had a long-term character, but
increased demand for LNG coupled with a larger diversity of both LNG production plants and LNG
receiving markets, is expected to create an emerging spot market. Contracts are traditionally awarded
on a competitive bid basis. Governing factors for a successful bid are in most cases based on; price,
availability, technical compliance and operators’ experience and track record.
A more detailed description of the Company’s principal markets is given in Section 6 – “Market
overview”.
Due to the Company’s concentration of business activity, the Company has not prepared and presented
any isolated breakdown of total revenues by category of activity and geographic market information.

5.7

Property, plant and equipment

As of 30 June 2011 the Company had non-current assets with an aggregated book value of USD 110.5
million. The table below gives an overview of key non-current assets in the Company:
Equipment
Existing Vessels
Newbuilding Contracts
Total book value

Ownership
100 % owned
100 % owned

Book Value
(USDmillion)
71.2
39.3
110.5

The main assets necessary for production are the Company’s three LNG carriers, WilPower, WilGas
and WilEnergy, and the Company’s two newbuild LNG carriers, which are described in section 5.4,
which are 100% owned by the Company. The book value of the vessels equals the acquisition cost of
WilPower, WilGas and WilEnergy, adjusted for depreciation from acquisition until 30 June 2011.
Environmental issues that may affect the utilization of the Company’s assets are discussed in Section
2.2.15 Environmental risks, and Section 5.8.

5.8

Health, safety, environment and quality policy

Awilco LNG is committed to maintaining a “best in class” Quality, Health, Safety and Environment
(“QHSE”) Management System, as the Company’s mission is to ensure “Marine Transportation
through Safety and Environmental Excellence”. Further, the Company’s active employee involvement
culture shall deliver the highest levels of both employee and customer satisfaction. Awilco LNG’s
primary goal is safe and efficient operation, with no accidents, injuries, environmental incidents or
damages to assets.
The Company’s QHSE targets shall be achieved by making the following commitments:
• Safeguarding of people, ships and cargoes
•

To limit any negative impact on the environment from the Company’s vessels

•

To meet or exceed the industry and customer’s requirements through operational excellence

•

To provide a stable and challenging work atmosphere
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The Company’s Environment Protection and Safety Management Policy is:

5.9

•

Provide support to the vessel’s operation by implementing a well-structured Safety
Management System based on a well-defined Management Organization

•

Operate the vessels with properly trained, informed and motivated crews

•

Provide, equip and maintain the vessels to meet the necessary standard as required by national
regulation and international convention, as well as to the defined and expressed standard by
the Company

•

Avoid safety hazards through preventive safety measures

•

Establish contingency plans and execute drills and training to improve emergency
preparedness to meet situations which represent dangers to life, health, environment, ship and
cargo

•

See to it that a Safety Management Culture is implemented within the Company

•

Use a reporting system for accidents, near accidents, non-conformities and improvements,
with special attention to the learning effect through feedback of experience and suggestions
for improvement

•

Use performing measures to continuously improve our operations

Other information

5.9.1
Basis for statements
The statements made by the Company regarding its competitive position are provided on a “going
concern” basis and are not based on any assumptions of changes in the Company’s relative
competitive position, other than as described in this Prospectus.
5.9.2
Information on holdings
The Company does not have holdings in other undertakings that may have any significant effect on the
assessment of its assets and liabilities, financial position or profits and losses.
5.9.3
New products introduced
Except for the delivery of the Company’s three existing LNG carriers, the order of two LNG
newbuilds, and the newbuild options, the Company has not introduced any new products and/or
services to the Company within the period covered by the historical financial information, and is not
preparing any such new products or services.
5.9.4
Dependence on research and development, patents and licences
In the opinion of the Company, its business is not materially dependent on any research and
development, nor on particular patents or licenses, industrial, commercial or financial contracts, or on
new manufacturing processes. The Company is not involved in research and development activities,
and has not made investments into such activities in the past.
5.9.5
Dependence key individuals and suppliers
In the Opinion of the Company, its business is not materially dependent on any suppliers, other than
DSME, the supplier of the Company’s LNG newbuilds.
In the Opinion of the Company, its business is not materially dependent on any key individuals.
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5.9.6
Competitors
The Company’s principal competitors are other operators of LNG carriers. While are range of LNG
carrier operators exist, only a few are actively chartering their vessels, since the vast majority of LNG
carriers are on long-term contracts. Key competitors with vessels available for short-term and spot
chartering include Maersk Gas, STASCO, ALSOC and ProNav Ship Management. The Company
believes that competition in short-term and spot marked for LNG transport is somewhat limited due to
the significant proportion of vessels on long-term contracts. Furthermore, the Company believes that
the potential for introduction of new LNG carriers is limited in the short term, as the order book at
shipyards is slim and new orders are generally delivered in 2014 and beyond.
5.9.7
Exceptional factors
In the opinion of the Company, the information given in this Section 5,Presentation of Awilco LNG,
and in Section 6 Market overview, has not been influenced by exceptional factors not described
therein.
5.9.8
Trend information
Except as described in this Prospectus, the Company has not experienced any changes or trends that
are significant to the Company since the end of the last financial period, and as of the date of this
Prospectus.
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6.

Market overview

Market data and certain industry forecasts used in this Prospectus have been obtained from market
research, publicly available information and industry publications, certain of which are subscription
based and therefore not publicly available. Industry publications generally state that the information
they contain has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that the accuracy and
completeness of such information is not guaranteed and that the projections they contain are based on
a number of significant assumptions. The Company has not independently verified such information
and therefore cannot guarantee its accuracy and completeness. The information in this Prospectus
that has been sourced from third parties has been accurately reproduced and, as far as the Company
is aware and able to ascertain from the information published by that third party, no facts have been
omitted that would render the reproduced information inaccurate or misleading.
In this Prospectus, the Company makes certain statements regarding its own competitive and market
position. While the Senior Management believes that its internal surveys, estimates and market
research are reliable, the Company has not independently verified this information.
The information about the natural gas – and LNG market included in this section has been obtain
from various sources including, but not limited to, Wood Mackenzie (“2010 Global Upstream Forum,
November 2010”, ”Meeting Future LNG Demand, March 2011” and “European Gas Markets
Summit, February 2011”) , British Petroleum (”BP Energy outlook 2030, January 2011”), Exxon
Mobile (“Exxon Mobile, The Outlook of Energy, January 2011”), Clarksons (www.clarksons.net),
Worldyards (www.worldyards.com), IEA (“IEA World Energy Outlook 2010, November 2010”) and
the Managers. For a period of 12 months, all data in this Prospectus that is not publicly available may
be inspected at the Managers’ registered offices during normal business hours on Monday to Friday
each week (except public holidays)

6.1

The LNG market

6.1.1
Introduction
LNG is natural gas that has been cooled and converted to liquid form for ease of storage and transport.
Once natural gas has been produced, the LNG supply chain involves 3 steps; liquefaction, shipping
and regasification. The liquefaction process involves removal of certain components from the natural
gas (such as water, hydrogen sulphide, carbon dioxide) and then condensation of the gas into liquid
form at close to atmospheric pressure by cooling it down to below -160 degrees Celsius. LNG is about
1/614th the volume of natural gas at standard temperature and pressure, making it much more cost
efficient to transport over long distances where pipelines do not exist. Onshore transportation of
natural gas is done in gaseous state through pipelines, while offshore transportation is done in purpose
designed cryogenic LNG vessels where the natural gas has been cooled down and liquefied. LNG has
become an important source of energy as the gas is non-toxic, clear-burning and relatively cheap.
Natural gas is being looked at as an important factor to strict emission targets and the demand is
expected to be strong going forward.
Natural gas predominant use is for electricity generation, in the industrial sector and for
heating/cooling of buildings.
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6.2

LNG value chain (offshore)

Exploration

Production

LNG FPSO (FLNG)

6.2.1

Transportation

LNG Shipping

Re-gasification

Distribution

SRV/FSRU

LNG FPSO (FLNG)

Offshore gas field are often situated in harsh environment and/or far from existing natural gas
infrastructure. Subsea production fed to land-based LNG plants through submarine pipelines is often
expensive and un-economical to commercial on a full scale basis. An alternative for offshore gas
production is therefore to deploy a floating production, storage and offloading unit (LNG FPSO /
FLNG) at the gas field. The FLNG unit is moored out to sea and connected to subsea wellheads,
enabling floating production of natural gas. The gas is extracted from the field, liquefied and
transferred to LNG (shipping) vessel. However, a FLNG project has long lead time and considerable
capital costs, and new technology with limited operational history. As a result, no FLNG units are yet
built and deployed to operations. Nevertheless, in May 2011, Shell announced a final investment
decision for its Prelude-project in Australia. The decision to go ahead with the project is a significant
breakthrough for the LNG industry with some 110,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day of production
expected from the field over a lifespan of 25 years. Similar FLNG are also initiated at other gas fields;
• Brazilian Pre-Salt – Saipem, SBM Offshore with partner Chiyoda and Technip with JGC and
Modec have been awarded competing FEEDs from Petrobras for a floating LNG producer to
recover associated gas produced by the number of FPSOs targeted for the pre-salt in the
coming years. The unit should be able to handle 3.7 bcm/year of LNG and 1mtpa of LPG
• Bonaparte – Located in the Timor Sea, the operators of the Bonaparte gas field, GDF Suez
and Santos, aim to take a final investment decision with a 2.7 bcm/year FLNG solution by
2014. First production is aimed for 2018. KBR has been contracted for a pre FEED
• Petronas FLNG – Technip and Daewoo was in February 2011 awarded a FEED for a FLNG
unit for Petronas in Malaysia. The unit will have a production capacity of 1.4 bcm/year
• Talisman PNG – Talisman is in talks with Papua New Guinea national energy company
Petromin about the potential use of a FLNG unit to develop Talisman’s gas reserves in the
region. Petromin has an alliance with Norwegian based Höegh LNG and Daewoo to build a
FLNG vessel with production capacity of 4.1 bcm/year. This development was originally
initiated by Rift Oil (now acquired by Talisman) and Flex LNG had a LOI for this
development before the financial crisis. First gas targeted 2014
• EIK & Antelope – Flex LNG announced in early April 2011 the LOI for use of a floating
LNG producer in combination with onshore LNG trains for the development of the onshore
EIK and Antelope fields in Papua New Guinea. The unit will be more simplified than the
typical deep-water approach, thereby requiring a lower capital expenditure. A FID on the
field is targeted before year end 2011 with first gas in 2014
Large part of the world’s natural gas reserves can be classified as stranded gas. Furthermore, a large
portion of the undiscovered natural gas is likely to be stranded, as most of the world’s large gas fields
in easily accessible areas have already been discovered, or are in production. Using floating
liquefaction production facilities (FLNG), these untapped vast resources can be commercialized which
would represent a substantial increase in volume for the global LNG market.
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6.2.2
LNG shipping
An LNG carrier is a special purpose build vessel designed for transportation of LNG. The first LNG
vessels was put into operations in the early 1960’s and the fleet has grown steadily ever since,
reaching >350 vessels in 2011 according to Clarkson.
Transportation of liquefied natural gas in LNG vessels is the most flexible, safe and economic way of
distributing LNG from buyer to seller. With a global LNG fleet, the natural gas market opens up for
extensive trade of LNG from exporting countries to importing countries. The use of LNG carriers also
opens up the natural gas market to importers without land based pipeline connections to exporters of
natural gas, such as Japan. The LNG shipping market is industrial in its nature, with few publicly
traded Companies that provide pure exposure to the segment; the largest owners are mostly energy
companies or Japanese trading conglomerates.
Given the vast expenditure involved in liquefaction projects, operators and project developers have
historically secured tonnage on long term contracts to serve their shipping needs (15-25 years fixed
contracts) with the spot market volumes evolving slowly. The percentage of spot cargoes compared to
total cargo volume went from only 8% in 2001 to 18% in 2008.
Several financial trading houses have been setting up physical trading operations over the last couple
of years, in anticipation that a larger and more liquid spot market will develop going forward. Parallels
are being drawn to the tanker market at the beginning of the 70s, in that it is currently a market
dominated by a few companies and utility players, with capital intensive infrastructure projects and
point to point long term contracts. The development has been similar in the natural gas and power
markets, which developed in a similar fashion as the crude market. The LNG market is expected to
experience a rise of firms which will initiate spot trading. The spot market in the near- to middle term
is however, expected to remain fairly illiquid compared to other spot trading shipping markets.
6.2.3
Containment systems
In terms of containment systems for LNG vessels, there are two dominant systems in use today; the
Moss system and the Membrane system.
The Moss system is easily recognized with the top of the sphere being above the hull with a pellet
design. The Moss system was developed in the 1970s and with Moss Maritime AS owning the design
today. North West Shelf Shipping recognized several advantages with the Moss spherical system;
•
•
•
•

Partial loading at any tank filling level is inherent in the design
LNG tanks are independent from the ship's hull and are neither essential to the hull strength
nor affected by possible damage to the ship's hull. This is a key element in the safe operation
of this type of LNG carrier
Very low LNG heel is possible with spherical design tanks
Tanks can be partially pressurised for emergency discharge of cargo

Containment systems of the Membrane design comprise of primary membrane barrier, insulation,
secondary membrane barrier and further insulation in a sandwich construction.
There are advantages with the Membrane system as well;
•
•
•
•
•
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Less vessel displacement for same cargo capacity
Ability to scale up to larger capacity without radically increasing vessel dimensions
Quicker cool-down times
Lower windage area means better manoeuvrability at slow speeds
Better visibility from navigating bridge
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The Membrane is simpler to construct and utilize the hull of the vessel in a more efficient way, but the
drawback is that the box shaped design causes more stress to the tank as the liquid cargo moves
around. In addition, the steel tanks in the Membrane design have lower life expectancy than a Moss
tank.
LNG carrier with Moss System

LNG carrier with Membrane System

6.2.4
SRV/FSRU
Floating storage and regasification units (FSRUs) and Shuttle Regas Vessels (SRV) are relatively new
concepts. In short, floating LNG regasification projects involve taking conventional regasification
technology and placing it on a floating structure. The floating structure receives liquefied LNG from
the LNG vessels and converts the LNG into the original gaseous state, before sending the gas through
pipelines to onshore customers. An SRV is similar to an FSRU but is also deployed with propulsion
power to go in shuttle between offshore LNG receiving terminals and LNG liquefaction facilities.
If a country is to import natural gas, a pipeline system or a regasification facility needs to be in place.
More countries are choosing a floating regas-installation over a standard onshore terminal as the
floating solution holds several advantages;
•
•
•
•
•

Lower cost as the floating unit is built at a shipyard in the Far East
Shorter lead time
Not-in-my-backyard problems are avoided as the floating unit easily could be kept out of sight
offshore
Limited regulatory issues as the unit is deployed offshore compared to often complex
regulatory approval processes for land based facilities
Flexible and scalable compared to a stationary onshore facility as the floating unit could be
upgraded or moved to new locations

The first FSRU was put into operation in 2005 and today there are 10 units currently operating as
FSRU or SRV vessels.
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Operational FSRU projects

Source: Managers

An FSRU could be ordered as turn-key deliveries from offshore yards or be converted from existing
LNG vessels. There are today three main groups of players in this market: Excelerate Energy / Exmar,
GDF Suez / Höegh LNG and Golar. Each group has developed slightly different concepts.
•
•

•

Excelerate/Exmar has developed a newbuild concept where an LNG vessel has regasification
capacity and unloads either to a submerged buoy, or directly into a pipeline system.
Excelerate/Exmar currently operate five floating regasification projects
GDF Suez and Höegh LNG have also developed a vessel with regas capability, and currently
operate two SRV vessels. Höegh has ordered two FSRU-vessels from Hyundai Heavy
Industries (HHI) with expected deliveries in Q4 2013 and Q1 2014. The company has secured
options for an additional 4 FSRU-vessels, also from HHI
Rather than building new tonnage, Golar has developed a conversion concept where old Moss
LNG carriers are converted to stationary FSRUs. Golar has converted four units. It also owns
a share of the “FSRU Toscana” (ex “Golar Frost”) which started conversion to an FSRU in
2009

With world energy demand expected to increase and natural being traded at a discount compared to
other energy sources, many countries are currently considering LNG import solutions. Up to 43
potential FSRU projects over the next few years have been identified;
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Potential FSRU projects

Source; Managers

6.2.5
FSRU-orders and conversion
Höegh LNG’s orders and Golar’s recent order of a new purpose built FSRU are currently the only
orders placed FSRU newbuildings. Several orders could however, be expected to be placed, as the
market for FSRU-projects increases. An alternative for new purpose built FSRU vessels, is to convert
old LNG carriers into FSRUs. Golar has completed four FSRU conversions after securing contract
with Pertamina/PGN in Indonesia at the “West Java FSRU project”. The 125,000 cbm LNG carrier
“Khannur” will be converted into an FSRU capable of producing 500 million cubic feet per day
(MCFD) of gas, and with a regasification capacity of approximately 3.8 MCFD, according to press
release from Golar LNG. The contract duration is for an initial term of approximately eleven years
with automatic conditional extension option up to 2025. The West Java FSRU Project value for the
initial period is approximately USD 500 million, according to press release from Golar and indicates
the favourable economics representing the FSRU-market.
6.2.6
Gas-2-Wire
Gas-to-Wire is the process of exporting electrical power from an offshore Floating Power Generation
Unit (FPGU) to consumers via high voltage cables. Several different solutions exist for a Gas-2-Wire
solution:
•
•

•

•

Stand-alone FPGU: A stand-alone FPGU processes gas from a basin nearby which it
transforms into electricity and exports via high voltage cables onshore
FPGU integrated into offshore pipeline project: The FPGU will be installed in the
proximity of an offshore gas gathering pipeline. Through the pipeline the gas will be supplied
and then transformed into electricity before it is exported to onshore markets via high voltage
cables
FPGU integrated into offshore LNG project: Power generation equipment will be installed
on a FSRU to which LNG carriers will supply LNG. The FSRU will store, re-gas and
transform the LNG into electricity and export it to the nearby onshore markets via high
voltage cables
FPGU located near other offshore facilitates: As part of an extensive oil and gas
development program, the FPGU will provide a central electricity power supply hub to all
nearby consumers/platforms
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Gas-2-wire is considered to be a high efficiency system with merits from economics and
environmental perspectives. The focus and investments in Gas-2-wire is expected to increase going
forward when the LNG-market matures further.

6.3

Demand

The global outlook for the LNG market is strong with demand expected to grow significantly. Wood
Mackenzie forecast an annual growth of 6.5% in global LNG demand from 2010 to 2025, while BP
forecast 5.7% growth annually from 2010 to 2020.
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A strong growth in the LNG market is backed by several underlying drivers;
•
•
•

•
•
•

LNG is the most efficient way of transporting natural gas over large distances. An industry
“rule of thumb” is that LNG is economically more attractive than pipelines for distances in
excess of 3,000 – 5,000km
LNG offers destination flexibility in contrast to pipelines
LNG is an important source of supply diversification and security for many gas consumers;
many European countries are heavily dependent on Russian gas. By adding regasification
capacity, the dependency will be reduced. Steps in this direction are already seen in Germany,
Poland and Ukraine
LNG is in many cases the cheapest source of natural gas supply; LNG from Middle East and
North Africa could be delivered into Europe at a cost well below estimates for European
conventional gas and cheaper than oil-linked Russian pipeline gas
Following the 11 March earthquake in Japan, the public scepticism towards nuclear power has
grown. The growth in nuclear power is likely to be revised down and natural gas (and LNG) is
likely to be one of the main power sources used as replacement
Over the last years the spread between crude oil and LNG has increased, resulting in increased
attention for switching from traditional sources of energy to LNG

In addition, the market outlook for natural gas underpins the strong outlook for LNG demand;
•
•
•
40

China has been fairly self-sufficient with natural gas until 2009. However, the Chinese
Government targets natural gas to account for 10% of the total Chinese energy demand in
2020, compared to 4% in 2010, suggesting a growth in natural gas demand of at least 12% p.a.
Natural gas is a proven technology and the lead time for natural gas plants is 2-3 years
compared to 3-5 years for coal plants and 7-15 years for nuclear power plants
Natural gas is cheap compared to other energy sources. In IEA’s long term marginal cost
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•

(including CAPEX) for new power generation capacity, natural gas could be produced at a
significant discount compared to current coal prices
Consensus forecasts (Exxon, BP, IEA and EIA) 1.7% p.a. growth in the natural gas market
over the next two decades, which is significantly higher than oil (0.8%), and coal (1.0%). In
addition, a strong growth in nuclear power is inherent in these current consensus forecasts. A
considerable part of this growth should however be at risk following the 11 March earthquake
in Japan, and natural gas is likely to be one of the main replacements

Asia is expected to be the main source of incremental demand, accounting for 49% of world LNG
demand growth until 2025 of which 39% is in non-OECD Asia and 10% is in OECD Asia, according
to BP forecasts. Europe is also expected to see robust growth (38% of total growth), as LNG is needed
to offset declines in existing gas production and reduce dependency on oil-linked pipeline gas from
Russia.
bcm
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6.4

Supply

In 2001 the LNG fleet counted 129 vessels, whereas today the fleet consists of 358 ships. Measured in
CBM this implies a fleet growth of 256% over the same period. Total orders peaked in 2004 with 70
orders placed, according to Clarksons. The orderbook measured in CBM as a percentage of the
average size of the sailing fleet, peaked in 2006 at 88%. The LNG fleet had a CAGR of 15.1% over
the last 10 year period whereas the demand growth was at a CAGR of 8.5%, equivalent to an annual
supply/demand imbalance of 6.6%. The discrepancy was even larger over the period 2005-2010, when
the CAGR in the LNG fleet was 17.2% versus a CAGR in demand of 9.5%, pointing to a
supply/demand imbalance of 7.7% per annum.
Measured in CBM, the orderbook today stands at 11% of the fleet, considerable lower than the
historical average. With a limited orderbook, the growth in the global LNG fleet going forward is
expected to be moderate; expected growth in capacity in 2011 is 3%, 1% in 2012, 5% in 2013 and 1%
in 2014. There are currently only 5 yards with registered LNG vessel orders with the biggest being
Samsung, followed by Daewoo (the 3 remaining yards being Hudong-Zhonghua, Hyundai Heavy
Industries and STX).
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The capacity at the 5 yards mentioned above is for all practical purposes filled up for 2013. Limited
supply is expected to flow from other yards, as LNG vessels are complicated to build and involve big
liabilities for a shipyard with limited experience. Supply from vessels in layup and supply from
conversions is also expected to be limited, as only a total of 7 vessels are anchored. Hence, correcting
the shortfall in tonnage before 2014-2015 seems difficult.
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6.5

Utilization

Over the next 3-4 years, the shipping market could be a bottleneck in the LNG supply chain, with
utilization already at 100% and an orderbook of only 11% through 2015 (implying a CAGR of 2.2% in
the period) versus Wood Mackenzie’s CAGR demand projections of 6.5% over the same period.
Based on current projections, demand is expected to outpace supply with a supply deficit from 2013
and onwards. Historically LNG suppliers have secured tonnage on long term contracts over 15-25
years with the spot market evolving slowly. This leaves limited room for a small current spot fleet to
absorb the increased demand expected going forward.
Y/Y growth
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6.6

Historical dayrate levels and newbuilding prices

The spot market rates were at USD 71,500/d at the beginning of the last decade, but an influx of new
tonnage through the second half of the decade coupled with lower LNG volumes than anticipated, hit
the LNG market hard. Rates bottomed in Q2-10 when rates went to ~USD 30,000/d, and low
utilization. Since the summer of 2010 rates have been increasing steadily, with the Japanese situation
causing the latest additional tightening which has brought the market up to 100% utilization and
pushed spot rates through USD 100,000/d.
According to data provided by Clarksons and Bloomberg, newbuilding prices for a 125,000 cbm
LNG-carrier were at USD ~260 million in early 1993. From 1993 to 2003, newbuilding prices
declined to USD ~150 million before peaking at USD 250 million in 2008. From 2008 and onwards
newbuilding-prices dropped steadily, with latest broker reports indicating a newbuilding price of USD
~200 million in mid-2011. When adjusting for inflation, a turn-key yard cost of USD ~200 million in
2011, is close to an all-time low. Through March and April, a total of 9 firm LNG carriers and FSRU
units were placed at South Korean shipyards. The increased activity in orders of newbuildings coupled
with the likelihood of newbuilding options likely to be called, yard-prices on newbuildings could be
expected to increase going forward.
USDm
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6.7

Modern vs. older vessels

The spot market for LNG has evolved slowly, complicating an illustration of dayrates for modern vs.
older LNG vessels. The spot market for different shipping markets operates however in a fairly similar
fashion with spot rates experiencing heavy fluctuations throughout the different periods of a business
cycle.
The general market fluctuations in the shipping market could be illustrated in the historical spot
market of Capesize and VLCCs. For Capesize vessels, rates have been ranging from USD 6,000/d to
USD 165,000/d the last 15 years according to Clarksons database The market bottomed out in early
2011 with spot rates at USD 6,200/d, after reaching a record high USD 165,000/d in late 2007.
Throughout the 13-year long sample period, the spot rates for different Capsize vessels in terms of
age, have fluctuated in a fairly similar matter. Comparing average dayrates for Capesize vessels built
in 1990/1991 with dayrates for Capesize vessels built in 1999/2000 indicates limited differences. The
average dayrate in the period from 1998-YTD for 1990/91-built Capesize vessels was USD ~36,000/d,
only USD 6,000 below the average dayrate for 1999/2000-built Capesize vessel in the same period.
This trend is also confirmed when comparing average spot rates for VLCCs built in 1970s, 1990/1991
and Modern Vessels in the period 1990-YTD. For VLCCs built in the 1970s, the average dayrate from
1990 to 2005 was USD ~27,000/d, compared to average spot rates of USD ~34,000/d for 1990/1991
VLCCs in the same period.
In the period 1995-YTD, average spot rates for 1990/91 built VLCCs was USD ~47,000/d compared
to average spot rates of USD 51,000/d for Modern built vessels in the same period.
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The average spot rates over the last 15 years for the bulk and tanker fleet, indicates that the shipping
market put limited emphasis on the relative age between the vessels when setting the spot rates. The
main drive is the backwardation or contango trends seen in the market through the different periods of
a business cycle, and not the age of the vessel.
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6.8

Competitors

The Company’s key competitors are those that operate other LNG carriers. The market for LNG
carriers is relatively fragmented with a range of players operating LNG vessels. Furthermore, a
sizeable amount of all LNG vessels are on long-term contracts and are therefore not being marketed
for new contracts. The figures below show the major LNG carrier operators, in addition to those LNG
carrier operators that have carriers trading in the spot- or short-term market:
# LNG carriers by operator

# LNG carriers in short-term /spot
marked by operator
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Maersk Gas
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Source; Managers
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7.

Board of Directors and Senior Management

7.1

Board of Directors

The Company’s Board of Directors was elected at the Company’s annual general meeting held on 6
July 2011 and comprises the members set forth in the table below and further described below the
table.
Name
Sigurd E. Thorvildsen
Jon-Aksel Torgersen
Henrik Fougner
Annette Malm Justad
Synne Syrrist

Position (s)
Chairman and nonexecutive director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

Has served since

Term expires

2011

2013

2011
2011
2011
2011

2013
2013
2013
2013

Sigurd E. Thorvildsen – Chairman and Non-Executive Director (Born 1965)
Mr. Thorvildsen is the CEO of the AWILHELMSEN Group. He has more than 20 years of experience
from the shipping and offshore industry. Mr. Thorvildsen has previously held several senior positions,
among them the position as CEO of Awilco AS, the Chairman of the Board of Awilco Offshore ASA
and Awilco Heavy Transport ASA (later Ocean HeavyLift ASA). He holds an MSc in business and
economics from the Norwegian Business School. Mr. Thorvildsen is a Norwegian citizen and resides
in Oslo, Norway. Mr Thorvildsen’s contact address (registered office) is at AWILHELMSEN AS,
Beddingen 8, 0250 Oslo, Norway
Jon-Aksel Torgersen – Non-Executive Director (Born 1952)
Mr. Torgersen is the CEO of Astrup Fearnley AS, the parent company of a number of investment and
broker companies. Mr. Torgersen has extensive board experience from a number of companies in the
property, shipping, finance and offshore sectors, and sits on the boards of Atlantic Container Line AB,
Finnlines Plc, and IM Skaugen. Mr. Torgersen holds an MBA (Finance) from Hochschule St. Gallen.
Mr. Torgersen is a Norwegian citizen and resides in Oslo, Norway.Mr Torgersen’s contact address
(registered office) is at Astrup Fearnley AS, P.O.Box 1158 Sentrum, N-0107 Oslo, Norway.
Henrik Fougner – Non-Executive Director (Born 1963)
Mr. Fougner is the COO of the AWILHELMSEN Group. He has more than 20 years of experience
from the Shipping, Offshore and Banking industry both in Norway and internationally. Mr. Fougner
has previously held several senior positions, among them the position as CEO of Awilco Offshore
ASA and CFO of Awilco AS. He holds an MBA from the Norwegian School of Economics and
Business Administration. Mr. Fougner is a Norwegian citizen and resides in Oslo, Norway. Mr
Fougner’s contact address (registered office) is at AWILHELMSEN AS, Beddingen 8, 0250 Oslo,
Norway
Annette Malm Justad – Non-Executive Director (Born 1958)
Mrs. Malm Justad has previously worked as CEO in Eitzen Maritime Services, Vice President and
Head of Purchasing at Yara International ASA, Vice President and Fleet Manager at Norgas Carriers
AS and has held various technical and commercial positions for Norsk Hydro ASA. She is also
serving as board member of American Shipping Company ASA and PGS ASA. Mrs. Malm Justad
holds a Master in Technology Management from MIT/NTH and a Master in Chemical Engineering
from NTH. Mrs. Malm Justad is a Norwegian citizen and resides in Oslo, Norway. Mrs Malm Justad’s
contact address (registered office) is at Biskop Grimelundsvei 8, 0374, Oslo, Norway.
Synne Syrrist – Non-Executive Director (Born 1972)
Mrs. Syrrist has work experience as an independent consultant to Norwegian companies, and as
financial analyst in Elcon Securities ASA and First Securities ASA. She has also an extensive nonexecutive experience from both listed and private companies. She holds a Master of Science from the
Norwegian Institute of Technology. Mrs. Syrrist is a Norwegian citizen and resides in Oslo, Norway.
Mrs Syrrist’s contact address (registered office) is at Rundhaugveien 5A 0495 Oslo, Norway.
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7.2

Board Sub-Committees

7.2.1
Audit committee
The Company has established an audit committee. The members of the audit committee are Henrik
Fougner and Synne Syrrist.
The primary purpose of the audit committee is to act as a preparatory and advisory body for the Board
and support the Board in the exercise of its responsibility for financial reporting, internal control and
risk management.
7.2.2
Compensation committee
The Board has established a compensation committee. The members of the compensation committee
are Sigurd E. Thorvildsen and Jon-Aksel Torgersen.
The primary purpose of the compensation committee is to assist the Board in discharging its duty
relating to determining the Company’s Senior Management compensation. The Company’s
compensation committee reports and makes recommendations to the Board, but the Board retains
responsibility for implementing such recommendations.

7.3

Senior Management

The Company’s Senior Management consists of three individuals. The description below sets out
details of the members of the Company’s Senior Management, including their title, management
expertise and experience and business address as of the date of this Prospectus.
Name
Jon Skule Storheill
Snorre Schie Krogstad
Jan Espen Andersen

Position
Chief Executive Officer
Chief Financial Officer
Head of Operations

Jon Skule Storheill – Chief Executive Officer (Born 1969)
The services of Mr. Jon Skule Storheill are provided to the Company through a “management for hire”
contract with Awilco AS, a company in the AWILHELMSEN Group. Mr. Storheill is the CEO of
Awilco AS. Prior to that he has been Director of S&P/Projects with Frontline and Director/Partner of
the shipbroking company P.F. Bassøe AS. Mr. Storheill is Chairman of the Board of Wilhelmsen
Marine Services AS and has 22 years of shipping experience. Mr. Storheill is a Norwegian citizen and
resides in Oslo, Norway. Mr Storheill’s contact address (registered office) is at Awilco LNG,
Beddingen 8, 0250 Oslo.
Snorre Schie Krogstad – Chief Financial Officer (Born 1967)
Mr. Krogstad was employed by the Company in June 2011. Mr. Krogstad was previously CFO at
Camillo Eitzen & Co. ASA, and has held various shipping and banking related positions since 1998.
Mr. Krogstad holds a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration from the University of Vermont,
USA. Mr. Krogstad is a Norwegian citizen and resides in Oslo, Norway. Mr Krogstad’s contract
address (registered office) is at Awilco LNG, Beddingen 8, 0250 Oslo.
Jan Espen Andersen – Head of Operations (Born 1968)
Mr. Andersen was employed by the Company in May 2011 as Head of Operations. Mr. Andersen was
previously responsible for operations at Höegh LNG. He has held various shore side marine related
positions since 1997. Mr. Andersen is a certified Master Mariner and has been at sea for 7 years in
total. Mr. Andersen is a Norwegian citizen and resides in Oslo, Norway. Mr Andersen’s contact
address (registered office) is at Awilco LNG, Beddingen 8, 0250 Oslo.
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7.4

Directorship, partnerships and management positions

The table below gives an overview of companies and partnerships of which the Directors and the
Senior Management have been members of the administrative, management and supervisory bodies in
the previous five years.
Name

Board of Directors:
Sigurd E. Thorvildsen

Jon-Aksel Torgersen

Position in the
Company

Current
directorships/partnerships/manag
ement positions

Directorships/partnerships/man
agement positions last five years

Chairman and NonExecutive Director

Awilco AS
Expert AS
AWILHELMSEN Management AS
Awilco Venture AS
Linstow AS
Awilco Invest AS
Sector Speculare AS
AWILHELMSEN Capital AS
Millenium Falcon AS
AWILHELMSEN Offshore AS
AWILHELMSEN Capital II AS
Awilco Shipping AS
Awilco Drilling AS
Awilco Drilling plc
WilPhoenix (UK) Ltd
WilHunter (UK) Ltd
Fiducia AS
Gironde AS
Libra Fearnley Energy AS
Astrup Invest AS
Custodia AS
Fearnley & Eger AS
Astrup Invest II AS
Astrup Invest I AS
Fearnley Offshore Supply II AS
Fearnley Futures AS
Kulsrud Skog AS
AS Meraker Brug
Fearnleys Pensjonskasse
Fearnley Offshore AS
Astrup Fearnley AS
Fearnley Finans Shipping AS
Fearnley Finans Management AS
Fearnley Finans Eiendom AS
Libra Fearnely Energy SAS
Bergshav Container Ship II AS
Fearnley A/S
Fearnley Offshore Supply AS
Stiftelsen Thomas Fearnley, Heddy
og Nils Astrup
Grini Næringspark 10 & 12 Eiendom
ANS
Jørestrandveien Vann & Avløps Vel
Bergshav Container Ships KS
Eiendomsinvest 2000 AS
Sky Brilliance Shipping ANS
Top Genius Maritime ANS
Sky Treasure Shipping ANS
Raufoss Næringspark 2 AS
Fearnley Fonds ASA
Eiendomsinvest 2000 KS
Atlantic Container Line AB
Finnlines Plc
Rødskog Shipbrokers Ltd.
Fearngas (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
Fearnleys Asia (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
Fearnley Offshore Pte. Ltd.
Fearnleys (Thailand) Ltd.

Dyviships XII DIS
Awilco Offshore AS
Ocean HeavyLift ASA
Awilco Offshore Semi AS
Wilpower AS
Wilcraft AS
Port Rigmar AS
AWO Rig Holding AS
Wilcraft Ltd
Wilpower Ltd
Wilstrike Ltd
Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS

Non-Executive
Director

Raufoss Næringspark AS
Northern Cross Chartering LTD
AS
Falcon Shipping A/S
Gironde Invest AS
Garonne AS
Chr Krogs Gate 30 Invest AS
Chr Krogs Gate 30 KS
Chr Kroghs Gate 30 Eiendom
ANS
Raufoss Eiendomsinvest AS
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Henrik Fougner

Non-Executive
Director

Annette Malm Justad

Non-Executive
Director

Synne Syrrist

Non-Executive
Director
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Fearnleys Korea Ltd
I.M. Skaugen SE
AWILHELMSEN Management AS
Awilco AS
Expert AS
Awilco Venture AS
Petrotrym AS
Spekter GNO II AS
Petrojarl II AS
KS Petrojarl II
Linstow AS
Awilco Invest AS
Wilhelmsen Transport & Trading II
AS
AWILHELMSEN Capital AS
AWILHELMSEN Offshore AS
AWILHELMSEN Capital II AS
Awilco Shipping AS
Awilco Drilling AS
Awilco Drilling plc
WilPhoenix (UK) Ltd
WilHunter (UK) Ltd
Alama AS
Petroleum Geo-Services ASA
American Shipping Company ASA

Castelar Corporate Finance AS
Cetix Group AS
Vetro Solar AS
Gregoire AS
DnB Nor Shippinginvest 1 ASA
IP Shipping 1 AS
LPG Ships 1 AS
IP Skipseiende 2 AS
IP Skipsholding I AS
Sector Epsilon AS
Global Rig Company ASA
Norwegian Property ASA
Awilco Drilling plc

Awilco LNG 1-7 AS
Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS

Eitzen Maritime Services ASA
Asia Offshore Drilling Ltd
Sevan Marine ASA
Camillo Eitzen & Co ASA
Eitzen Chemical ASA
EMS Insurance Broker AS
EMS Ship Management (Norway)
AS
EMS Ship Management A/S
EMS Ship Management (UK) Ltd
EMS Ship Management
(Bermuda)Ltd
EMS Ship Support Services (UK)
Ltd
EMS Ship Supply AS
EMS Ship Supply (Spain) S.A.
Seven Seas Shipchandlers L.L.C.
EMS Ship Supply Services &
Trading L.L.C.
Cecon ASA
Nordisk Energiforvaltning ASA
Nordisk Industriutvikling AS
Faktor Eiendom ASA
CopeInca ASA
Wavefiels Inseis ASA
Ocean HeavyLift ASA
Camposol Holding Plc
Camposol AS
AGR Group ASA
APL ASA (APL Plc)
Blom ASA
Scan Subsea ASA
Eastern Drilling ASA
DnB NOR Skipseiende 3 AS
DnB NOR Skipseiende 4 AS
DnB NOR Skipseiende 5 AS
DnB NOR Skipseiende 6 AS
DnB NOR Skipseiende 7 AS
DnB NOR Skipseiende 8 AS
DnB NOR Profesjonell
Shippinginvestor I AS
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Senior Management :
Jon Skule Storheill

CEO

Snorre Schie Krogstad

CFO

Dyviships XII AS
Wilsky Shipping AS
Awilco Shipping AS
Wilana Shipping AS
Wilmina Shipping AS
Elea Maritim Corp
Awilco AS
Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS
Kulåsen Vann og Avløp SA
Awilco LNG 1-7 AS
Awilco LNG 1-7 AS

Jan Espen Andersen

Head of Operations

Awilco LNG 1-7 AS

7.5

Wilhelmsen Transport & Trading
AS
KS Wilhelmsen Transport &
Trading
J S Storheill Shipping AS

Sigloo Gas KS
EMS Ship Supply Norway AS
AS Nordan Obo 1
Sigas Kosan AS
Eitzen Gas AS
Eitzen Bulk AS
n/a

Other information about directors and members of management

No member of the Board or the Senior Management has, during the last five years preceding the date
of this Prospectus:
•

been involved in any convictions in relation to indictable offences or convictions in relation to
fraudulent offences;

•

received any official public incrimination and/or sanctions by any statutory or regulatory
authorities (including designated professional bodies) or ever been disqualified by a court
from acting as a member of the administrative, management or supervisory bodies of a
company or from acting in the management or conduct of the affairs of any company; or

•

been declared bankrupt or been associated with any bankruptcy, receivership or liquidation in
his capacity as a founder, director or senior manager of a company

7.6

Holdings in shares and share options

Below is an overview of the Shares and Share Options held by the Directors and the Senior
Management of the Company.
Board
Sigurd E. Thorvildsen
Jon-Aksel Torgersen
Henrik Fougner
Annette Malm Justad
Synne Syrrist
Senior Management:
Jon Skule Storheill
Snorre Schie Krogstad
Jan Espen Andersen
Total held by Board of Directors and Senior Management

Common Shares:
0
466,850
0
0
0
Common Shares:
0
0
0
466,842

Share Options:
0
0
0
0
0
Share Options:
0
0
0
0

Jon-Aksel Torgersen through Fiducia AS participated in the seed funding carried out by the Company
in February 2011. In May 2011, Jon-Aksel Torgersen through Fiducia AS, along with all other
existing shareholders, signed a lock-up agreement preventing him from selling, pledging or otherwise
disposing of any of the shares in the company held prior to the Private Placement completed in May
2011. The undertaking to not sell, pledge or otherwise dispose of these shares, remain in force to and
including 31 December 2011.
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As of the date of this Prospectus, no restrictions are agreed on the disposal of shares for any other
member of the Board of Directors’ or Senior Managements’ holdings in the Company's securities.

7.7

Potential conflicts of interest

The Company’s directors Messrs. Thorvildsen and Fougner are employed by the AWILHELMSEN
Group. Mr. Skule Storheill is employed in the AWILHELMSEN Group and is currently the Chairman
of Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS. Companies in the AWILHELMSEN Group are providing certain
services to the Company. These services are governed in the following agreements:
•
•
•

•
•

Awilco LNG has entered into an agreement with Awilco AS for the use of the “Awilco”
name, the Awilco flag and the “Awilco” word as part of trademarks or brand names used in its
operations
A supervisory technical management agreement between the Company and Wilhelmsen
Marine Services AS for the three existing vessels. Under the agreement, the Company pays
Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS a fixed management fee of USD 75,000 per ship per year.
Each party may terminate the agreement by 3 months’ prior notice
A technical management agreement between the Company and Wilhelmsen Marine Services
AS, under which Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS is appointed technical manager for the
Company’s vessels under construction
An administrative management services agreement between the Company and
AWILHELMSEN Management AS. The annual management fee is USD 200,000. Each party
may terminate the agreement by 6 months’ prior notice

Please see Section 12.4 Transactions with close associates below for a description of these
arrangements.
Other than as described above, to the Company’s knowledge there are currently no other actual or
potential conflicts of interest between any duties to the Company, of the persons listed Section 7.1-7.3
and their private interests and or other duties. There are no family relationships between members of
the Company’s Senior Management and the Board of Directors.

7.8

Employees

As of the date of this Prospectus, the Group has 4 employees; 2 on full-time employment, 1 on
temporary employment and 1 on management on-hire contract.

7.9

Remuneration, benefits and pension

7.9.1
Remuneration to directors
On an annualised basis, the total remuneration to the Board of Directors in 2011 is as follows
(unaudited):

Name
Sigurd E. Thorvildsen
Jon-Aksel Torgersen
Henrik Fougner
Annette Malm Justad
Synne Syrrist

Ordinary
salary and
benefits (NOK)
350,000
200,000
200,000
200,000
200,000

Other* (NOK)
0
0
50,000
0
50,000

Pension benefits /
premiums (NOK)
0
0
0
0
0

Total (NOK)
350,000
200,000
250,000
200,000
250,000

* Henrik Fougner and Synne Syrrist are members of the Company’s audit committee and will receive NOK 40,000 p.a. in
addition to NOK 5,000 per meeting during the year. The NOK 50,000 includes the standard fee and a total of 2 meetings
during the year.
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7.10

Remuneration to management

On an annualised basis, the total remuneration to the existing members of the Senior Management in
2011 is as follows (unaudited):

Name
Jon Skule Storheill
Jan Espen Andersen
Snorre Schie Krogstad

Ordinary
salary and
benefits
(NOK)
1,755,415
1,141,400
1,929,000

Other (NOK)
218,899
0
0

Pension benefits /
premiums (NOK)
117,906
70,682
205,682

Total (NOK)
2,092,220
1,212,082
2.134.682

On 28 March 2011, the Company entered into a management-on-hire agreement with Awilco AS and
Jon Skule Storheill regarding the latter’s temporary employment as acting CEO for the Company.
Pursuant to the agreement, Mr. Storheill will be employed on a 70 % basis by the Company and on a
30 % basis for Awilco AS and the costs related to his employment will be shared using the same basis.
The remuneration for Mr Storheill shown above reflects the total remuneration for Mr. Storheill which
is then shared on a 70% basis by the Company and on a 30 % basis for Awilco AS.
7.10.1 Benefit upon termination of employment
No members of the Company’s Board or Senior Management are provided any benefits upon
termination of employment.
7.10.2 Loan to employees and Directors
No loans, guarantees or other commitments to any member of the Senior Management or Board of
Directors have been granted. The Company has no loans outstanding to employees.
7.10.3 Consultancy agreements with Board members
The Company does not have consultancy agreements with any current members of the Board of
Directors.
7.10.4 Bonus plan
The Senior Management of the Company has a discretionary bonus scheme in addition to the
remuneration shown in section 7.9.2. For Mr. Krogstad the bonus is capped at a bonus equalling 12
months ordinary salary while for Mr. Andersen the bonus is capped at a bonus equalling 6 months’
salary. The Company is currently completing negotiations for the bonus scheme of Mr. Storheill.
These negotiations are not finalized as of the Date of this Prospectus.
7.10.5 Share Option Programme
A synthetic option scheme with a total frame of up to 2% of the Company’s issued share capital was
approved at the annual general meeting on 22 August 2011. No options have however been awarded
as of the date of this Prospectus.
7.10.6

Pensions

A pension scheme for employees of Awilco LNG personnel has been established. The pension scheme
is managed by Norwegian Insurance Partner AS on behalf of Storebrand Forsikring.
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8.

Share capital and shareholder matters

8.1

Share capital and share capital history

8.1.1
Current share capital
As of the date of this Prospectus, the share capital of the Company is NOK 271,155,496 divided into
67,788,874 Shares, each with a par value of NOK 4. All the Shares are paid in full.
The Company’s Shares are registered in the VPS with ISIN NO0010607971. The issued shares are
fully paid. There are no shares not representing capital in the Company.
8.1.2
Incorporation and changes to the share capital
The Company was incorporated on 2 February 2011, with an issued share capital of NOK 20,000,000
divided into 100,000 ordinary shares, each with a par value of NOK 200. As of 30 June 2011, which
is the date of the most recent balance sheet, the Company had 67,788,874 issued shares.
The table below sets forth a summary of the changes to the share capital since incorporation:
Date

Event

02.02.2011
18.02.2011
20.04.2011
20.04.2011
20.04.2011
13.05.2011

Incorporation
Capital Increase
Capital Increase
Capital Increase1
Share split 1/50
Capital Increase

1

Capital change

Share capital

20,000,000
122,856,800
6,000,000
16,400,000
NA
105,898,696

20,000,000
142,856,800
148,856,800
165,256,800
165,256,800
271,155,496

Shares issued
(after change)
100,000
714,284
744,284
826,284
41,314,200
67,788,874

Par value
200
200
200
200
4
4

Subscription
price
210
210
2,560
2,560
NA
20.20

Capital increase implemented through conversion of shareholder loan to equity.

8.1.3
Authority to issue shares
On 13 May 2011, an extraordinary general meeting of the Company passed a resolution to confer
authority on the Board of Directors to allot ordinary shares in the Company up to an aggregate
nominal amount of NOK 66,326,000. The authority is valid until the Company's annual general
meeting in 2012, but not later than 30 June 2012. As of the date of the Prospectus, the Company has
not made use of the authority.
The shares which are being issued and sold are equity instruments which are regulated by the
Norwegian Public Companies Act of 13 June 1997 and by the Norwegian Securities Trading Act of 29
June 2007.
What action is necessary to change the rights of the shareholders is laid down in the Norwegian Public
Companies Act, referred to above. The Company’s Articles of Association does not contain stricter
rules regarding such change of rights than what follows by Norwegian law.
8.1.4
Holdings in the Company’s own shares; authorization to acquire own shares
The Company does not have holdings in its own shares. The Company’s board of directors do not, as
of the date of this Prospectus, have any authorisations to acquire any such own shares.
8.1.5
Convertible loans and warrants
The Company has no convertible loans outstanding. With the exception of the share option
programme described in Section 7.6, Holdings in shares and share options, there are no securities
giving the right to subscribe for additional shares in the Company.
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8.1.6
Capital under option
No capital of any member of the Group is under option or agreed to be put under option.
8.1.7
Offers of the Company’s Share
The shares of the Company have not been subject to any mandatory or voluntary general offers.

8.2

Shareholdings

8.2.1
Notifiable shareholdings
The top 20 shareholders recorded in VPS as of 29 August 2011 are set forth in the table below:
Type
Name
AWILCO AS
HOME CAPITAL AS
UTHALDEN A/S HANS
ASTRUP FEARNLEY A/S
MORGAN STANLEY & CO
JP MORGAN
TYCOON INDUSTRIER AS
DATUM AS
EUROCLEAR BANK
SKIPS AS TUDOR
GROSS MANAGEMENT AS
KLP AKSJE NORDEN VPF
MORGAN STANLEY & CO
ARCTIC SECURITIES AS MEGLERKONTO
MORGAN STANLEY BROWN BROTHERS
KLP AKSJE NORGE VPF
MP PENSJON PK
FIDUCIA AS Jon-Aksel Torgersen
UBS AG
CREDIT SUISSE
OTHERS
TOTAL

NOM

NOM

NOM
MEG

NOM
NOM

Number of
Shares
22,874,500
5,135,050
5,135,050
5,135,050
4,099,952
4,041,200
3,627,940
2,800,950
2,200,900
1,410,100
908,910
900,000
850,300
723,229
671,000
600,000
536,800
466,850
434,300
409,559
4,827,234,
67,788,874

%
33.74
7.58
7.58
7.58
6.05
5.96
5.35
4.13
3.25
2.08
1.34
1.33
1.25
1.07
0.99
0.89
0.79
0.69
0.64
0.60
7.12%
100%

As of 29 August 2011, the Company had a total of 88 shareholders. The Managers have carried out a
sale of secondary shares between the 29 August 2011 and the Date of the Prospectus. As of the Date of
the Prospectus, the Company therefore has more than 100 shareholders and fulfils the requirements for
listing on Oslo Axess.
Ownership which reaches, exceeds or falls below 5 %, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 1/3, 50 %, 2/3 or 90 %
requires notification of ownership to the Oslo Stock Exchange according to the Securities Trading Act
Section 4-2, see further description of the disclosure obligations in Section 8.5.3 below. As at 29
August 2011, (being the latest practicable date prior to the date of publication of this document), the
Company is not aware of any other Shareholders or consolidated Company of Shareholders owning
more than 10% of the Shares, who either as at the date of this document or immediately following
Listing exercises, or could exercise, directly or indirectly, jointly or severally, control over the
Company nor is it aware of any arrangements, the operation of which may at a subsequent date result
in a change of control of the Company. With regard to arrangements or agreements that may prevent
or restrict a change of control in the Company, see Section 8.7.1 for a description of the lock-up
arrangement applicable for certain shareholders.
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8.2.2
Differences in voting rights
None of the Shareholders of the Company has different voting rights from any other holder of Shares
in respect of any Share held by them, and all Shares have equal voting rights. Each Share carries the
right to one vote at the Company's shareholders meeting and the VPS Registrar shall, as per the
Registrar Agreement as set out in Section 8.3 VPS Registration below, only (and to the extent
possible) vote for the Shares it holds as nominee for each VPS Shareholder, or issue a proxy to vote
such Shares, in accordance with each investor’s instructions.
8.2.3
Shareholders with direct or indirect control
Awilco AS holds 33.74% of the Shares in the Company. While Awilco AS does not hold a majority of
the votes in the Company, it gives Awilco AS a significant influence and the potential to exercise
control over the Company. In particular, it means that Awilco AS will be in a position to block the
passing of any special resolution at any general meeting of the Company since special resolutions
must be passed by a majority of not less than 2/3. This influence must be exercised in accordance with
the Company’s Articles of Association, applicable laws in Norway, and the rules of Oslo Stock
Exchange. Reference is made to Section 8.4 The Articles of Association and certain aspects of
Norwegian law for a summary of the Company’s Articles of Association. Apart from the aforesaid,
there are no specific measures in place regulating the influence which follows from holding a
significant part of the Shares in the Company.
No Shareholders are at the date of this Prospectus subject to mandatory bid requirements for the
Shares.
8.2.4
Arrangements which may cause change in control
The Company is not aware of any arrangements which may at a later date lead to a change in control.
8.2.5
Provisions which may delay or prevent a change of control
The Company’s Articles of Association, does not contain any provisions that would have any effect of
delaying, deferring or preventing a change of control of the Company.

8.3

VPS registration

8.3.1
Share Registrar and Securities number
The Company’s Shares are registered in book-entry form in the VPS with ISIN NO0010607971.
The Registrar for the Shares is DnB NOR Verdipapirservice, Stranden 21, Aker Brygge, 0021 Oslo,
Norway.
8.3.2
The VPS and transfer of shares
The Company’s shareholder register is operated through the VPS. The VPS is the Norwegian
paperless centralised securities register. It is a computerised bookkeeping system in which the
ownership of, and all transactions relating to, Norwegian listed shares must be recorded. All
transactions relating to securities registered with the VPS are made through computerised book entries.
No physical share certificates are, or may be, issued. The VPS confirms each entry by sending a
transcript to the registered shareholder irrespective of any beneficial ownership. To give effect to such
entries, the individual shareholder must establish a share account with a Norwegian account agent.
Norwegian banks, Norges Bank (Norway’s central bank), authorised securities brokers in Norway and
Norwegian branches of credit institutions established within the EEA are allowed to act as account
agents.
The entry of a transaction in the VPS is prima facie evidence in determining the legal rights of parties as against
the issuing company or any third party claiming an interest in the given security. A transferee or assignee of
shares may not exercise the rights of a shareholder with respect to such shares unless such transferee or assignee
has registered such shareholding or has reported and shown evidence of such share acquisition, and the
acquisition is not prevented by law, the relevant company’s articles of association or otherwise.
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The VPS is liable for any loss suffered as a result of faulty registration or an amendment to, or deletion
of, rights in respect of registered securities unless the error is caused by matters outside the VPS’s
control which the VPS could not reasonably be expected to avoid or overcome the consequences of.
Damages payable by the VPS may, however, be reduced in the event of contributory negligence by the
aggrieved party.
The VPS must provide information to the Norwegian FSA on an ongoing basis, as well as any
information that the Norwegian FSA requests. Further, Norwegian tax authorities may require certain
information from the VPS regarding any individual’s holdings of securities, including information
about dividends and interest payments.
8.3.3
Shareholder register
Under Norwegian law, shares are registered in the name of the beneficial owner of the shares. As a
general rule, there are no arrangements for nominee registration and Norwegian shareholders are not
allowed to register their shares in VPS through a nominee. However, foreign shareholders may register
their shares in the VPS in the name of a nominee (bank or other nominee) approved by the Norwegian
FSA. An approved and registered nominee has a duty to provide information on demand about
beneficial shareholders to the company and to the Norwegian authorities. In case of registration by
nominees, the registration in the VPS must show that the registered owner is a nominee. A registered
nominee has the right to receive dividends and other distributions, but cannot vote in general meetings
on behalf of the beneficial owners.

8.4

The Articles of Association and certain aspects of Norwegian law

Set forth below is information concerning the Company’s Articles of Association which is included as
Appendix 1, Articles of Association of Awilco LNG ASA of this Prospectus.
Business of the Company
The business of the Company is shipping and related activities. Within the objective is also
acquisition, management, borrowing and sale of capital assets within the shipping business in addition
to investments in shares, bonds and partnership contribution of any kind associated with shipping, as
well as participation, including ownership interests in other shipping companies together and other
business connected hereto.
Registered office
The Company’s registered office is in the municipality of Oslo, Norway.
Share capital and par value
The Company’s share capital is NOK 271,155,496, divided into 67,788,874 Shares, each Share with a
par value of NOK 4.
Share Registration
The Shares shall be registered in the Norwegian Central Securities Depository.
Management
The Company’s Board of Directors shall be comprised of 3 to 6 Directors pursuant to the decision of
the General Meeting.
Power of signature for the Company is exercised by the Chairman of the Board or by two Directors
jointly. The Board may grant power of procuration. The Company shall have a Chief Executive
Officer.
Assignment of shares
In the case of assignment of shares, the other shareholders do not have pre-emptive rights. Assignment
of shares in the company is not conditional upon approval by the Board of Directors.
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General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting shall discuss and deal with:
1. Approval of the Annual Financial Statement and the Annual Report, including the declaration
of dividend.
2. Other matter that by law or these Articles pertain to the General Meeting.
Nomination Committee
The company shall have a nomination committee consisting of two or three members as decided by
the General Meeting.
The members of the nomination committee shall be shareholders or representatives of shareholders.
The members of the nomination committee, including its chairman, are elected by the General
Meeting. The members of the nomination committee’s period of service shall be two years unless the
General Meeting decides otherwise. The period of service commences at the election unless otherwise
decided. It terminates at the end of the Annual General Meeting in the year in which the period of
service expires. Even if the period of service has expired, the member shall remain in his or her
position until a new member has been elected.
Fees for the members of the nomination committee shall be determined by the General Meeting.
The nomination committee shall have the following responsibilities:
(i) to make recommendations to the General Meeting regarding the election of shareholderelected board members;
(ii) to make recommendations to the General Meeting regarding the fees to be paid to the
members of the board;
(iii) to make recommendations to the General Meeting regarding the election of members of the
nomination committee, and
(iv) to make recommendations to the General Meeting regarding fees for the members of the
nomination committee.
The General Meeting may impose more specific guidelines for the nomination committee’s work.
When documents concerning matters to be dealt with at the General Meeting in the company have
been made available to shareholders on the company’s website, the Board of Directors may decide that
such documents shall not be sent to shareholders. Shareholders may demand that documents
concerning cases to be dealt with by a General Meeting shall nevertheless be sent to the shareholders.
The Company may not claim any form of payment for sending documents to shareholders.
8.4.1
Certain aspects of Norwegian corporate laws
General Meetings
In accordance with Norwegian law, the annual General Meeting the Company’s shareholders is
required to be held each year on or prior to 30 June. Norwegian law requires that written notice of
general meetings setting forth the time, date and agenda of the meeting be sent to all shareholders
whose addresses are known at least three weeks prior to the date of the meeting. A shareholder may
vote at the General Meeting either in person or by proxy. According to the Securities Trading Act
section 5-9 (3) a company listed on Oslo Stock Exchange shall send proxy forms to its shareholders
for the General Meetings, unless such form is made available to the shareholders on the internet site of
the company and the notice of the General Meeting includes all information needed by the
shareholders to gain access to the documents, including the internet address. All of the Company’s
shareholders who are registered in VPS as of the date of the General Meeting, or who have otherwise
reported and documented ownership to Shares, are entitled to participate at General Meetings, without
any requirement of pre-registration. The Company’s Articles of Association do not currently include
any provisions requiring shareholders to pre-register in order to participate at General Meetings.
Apart from the annual General Meeting, extraordinary General Meetings of shareholders may be held
if the Board of Directors considers it necessary. An extraordinary General Meeting of shareholders
must also be convened for the consideration of specific matters at the written request of the
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Company’s auditor or of shareholders representing a total of at least five % of the Company’s share
capital. The requirements for notice and admission to the annual General Meeting of the Company’s
shareholders also apply for extraordinary General Meetings of shareholders.
Voting rights–amendments to the Articles of Association
Each of the Company’s Shares carries one vote. In general, decisions that shareholders are entitled to
make under Norwegian law or the Company’s Articles of Association may be made by a simple
majority of the votes cast. In the case of elections, the persons who obtain the greatest number of votes
cast are elected. However, as required under Norwegian law, certain decisions, including resolutions
to waive preferential rights to subscribe in connection with any share issue in the Company, to
approve a merger or demerger of the Company, to amend Articles of Association, to authorise an
increase or reduction in the share capital, to authorise an issuance of convertible loans or warrants by
the Company or to authorise the Board of Directors to purchase the Shares and hold them as treasury
shares or to dissolve the Company, must receive the approval of at least two-thirds of the aggregate
number of votes cast as well as at least two-thirds of the share capital represented at a General Meeting
of the Company’s shareholders. Norwegian law further requires that certain decisions, which have the
effect of substantially altering the rights and preferences of any shares or class of shares, receive the
approval by the holders of such shares or class of shares as well as the majority required for amending
the Articles of Association.
Decisions that (i) would reduce the rights of some or all of the Company’s shareholders in respect of
dividend payments or other rights to assets or (ii) restrict the transferability of the Shares, require that
at least 90 % of the share capital represented at the General Meeting of the Company’s shareholders in
question vote in favour of the resolution, as well as the majority required for amending the Articles of
Association. Certain types of changes in the rights of shareholders require the consent of all
shareholders affected thereby as well as the majority required for amending the Articles of
Association.
In general, only a shareholder registered in the VPS is entitled to vote for such Shares. Beneficial
owners of the Company’s Shares that are registered in the name of a nominee are generally not
entitled to vote under Norwegian law, nor is any person who is designated in the VPS register as the
holder of such Shares as nominees. Investors should note that there are varying opinions as to the
interpretation of the right to vote on nominee registered shares.
There are no quorum requirements that apply to the General Meetings of the shareholders of the
Company.
Additional issuances and preferential rights
If the Company issues any new Shares, including bonus share issues, the Company’s Articles of
Association must be amended, which requires the same vote as other amendments to its Articles of
Association. In addition, under Norwegian law, the Company’s shareholders have a preferential right
to subscribe for new Shares issued by the Company. Preferential rights may be derogated from by
resolution in a General Meeting of the Company’s shareholders passed by the same vote required to
approve amending the Articles of Association. A derogation of the shareholders’ preferential rights in
respect of bonus issues requires the approval of all outstanding Shares.
At a General Meeting the Company’s shareholders may, by the same vote as is required for amending
the Articles of Association, authorise the Board of Directors to issue new Shares, and to derogate from
the preferential rights of shareholders in connection with such issuances. Such authorisation may be
effective for a maximum of two years, and the par value of the Shares to be issued may not exceed 50
% of the registered nominal share capital when the authorisation is registered with the Norwegian
Register of Business Enterprises.
Under Norwegian law, the Company may increase its share capital by a bonus share issue, subject to
approval by the Company’s shareholders, by transfer from the Company’s distributable equity or from
the Company’s share premium reserve and thus the share capital increase does not require any
payment of a subscription price by the shareholders. Any bonus issues may be effected either by
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issuing new shares to the Company’s existing shareholders or by increasing the par value of the
Company’s outstanding Shares.
Issuance of new Shares to shareholders who are citizens or residents of the United States upon the
exercise of preferential rights, may require the Company to file a registration statement in the United
States under United States securities laws. Should the Company in such a situation decide not to file a
registration statement, the Company’s US shareholders may not be able to exercise their preferential
rights. If a US shareholder is ineligible to participate in a rights offering, such shareholder would not
receive the rights at all and the rights would be sold on the shareholder’s behalf by the Company.
Minority rights
Norwegian law sets forth a number of protections for minority shareholders of the Company,
including but not limited to those described in this paragraph and the description of General Meetings
as set out above. Any of the Company’s shareholders may petition Norwegian courts to have a
decision of the Board of Directors or the Company’s shareholders made at the General Meeting
declared invalid on the grounds that it unreasonably favours certain shareholders or third parties to the
detriment of other shareholders or the Company itself. The Company’s shareholders may require the
courts to dissolve the Company as a result of such decisions. Minority shareholders holding five % or
more of the Company’s share capital have a right to demand in writing that the Company’s Board of
Directors convene an extraordinary General Meeting of the Company’s shareholders to discuss or
resolve specific matters. In addition, any of the Company’s shareholders may in writing demand that
the Company place an item on the agenda for any General Meeting as long as the Company is notified
in time for such item to be included in the notice of the meeting. If the notice has been issued when
such a written demand is presented, a renewed notice must be issued if at least two weeks remain
before the General Meeting is to be held.
Rights of redemption and repurchase of Shares
The share capital of the Company may be reduced by reducing the par value of the Shares or by
cancelling Shares. Such a decision requires the approval of at least two-thirds of the aggregate number
of votes cast and at least two-thirds of the share capital represented at a General Meeting of the
Company’s shareholders. Redemption of individual Shares requires the consent of the holders of the
Shares to be redeemed.
The Company may purchase its own Shares provided that the Board of Directors has been granted an
authorisation to do so by a General Meeting of the Company’s shareholders with the approval of at
least two-thirds of the aggregate number of votes cast and at least two-thirds of the share capital
represented at the meeting. The aggregate par value of treasury shares so acquired, and held by the
Company must not exceed 10 % of the Company’s share capital, and treasury shares may only be
acquired if the Company’s distributable equity, according to the latest adopted balance sheet, exceeds
the consideration to be paid for the shares. The authorisation by the General Meeting of the
Company’s shareholders cannot be granted for a period exceeding 18 months.
Shareholder vote on certain reorganisations
A decision of the Company’s shareholders to merge with another company or to demerge requires a
resolution by the General Meeting of the shareholders passed by at least two-thirds of the aggregate
votes cast and at least two-thirds of the share capital represented at the General Meeting. A merger
plan, or demerger plan signed by the Board of Directors along with certain other required
documentation, would have to be sent to all the Company’s shareholders at least one month prior to
the General Meeting of the Company’s shareholders to pass upon the matter.
Liability of Directors
Members of the Board of Directors owe a fiduciary duty to the Company and its shareholders. Such
fiduciary duty requires that the Board Members act in the best interests of the Company when
exercising their functions and exercise a general duty of loyalty and care towards the Company. Their
principal task is to safeguard the interests of the Company.
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Members of the Board of Directors may each be held liable for any damage they negligently or
wilfully cause the Company. Norwegian law permits the General Meeting of the Company’s
shareholders to discharge any such person from liability, but such discharge is not binding on the
Company if substantially correct and complete information was not provided at the General Meeting
of the Company’s shareholders passing upon the matter. If a resolution to discharge the Company’s
directors from liability or not to pursue claims against such a person has been passed by a General
Meeting of the Company’s shareholders with a smaller majority than that required to amend the
Company’s Articles of Association, shareholders representing more than 10 % of the share capital or,
if there are more than 100 shareholders, more than 10 % of the shareholders may pursue the claim on
the Company’s behalf and in its name. The cost of any such action is not the Company’s responsibility
but can be recovered from any proceeds the Company receives as a result of the action. If the decision
to discharge any of the Company’s directors from liability or not to pursue claims against the
Company’s directors is made by such a majority as is necessary to amend the Articles of Association,
the minority shareholders of the Company cannot pursue such claim in the Company’s name.
Indemnification of Directors
Neither Norwegian law nor the Articles of Association contains any provision concerning
indemnification by the Company of the Board of Directors. The Company is permitted to purchase
insurance to cover the Company’s directors against certain liabilities that they may incur in their
capacity as such.
Distribution of assets on liquidation
Under Norwegian law, the Company may be wound-up by a resolution of the Company’s shareholders
at the General Meeting passed by at least two-thirds of the aggregate votes cast and at least two-thirds
of the share capital represented at the meeting. In the event of liquidation, the Shares rank equally in
the event of a return on capital by the Company.

8.5

Securities trading in Norway

8.5.1
Mandatory offer requirements
The Norwegian Securities Trading Act requires any person, entity or consolidated group that becomes
the owner of shares representing more than one-third of the voting rights of a Norwegian company
listed on a Norwegian regulated market to, within four weeks, make an unconditional general offer for
the purchase of the remaining shares in that company. A mandatory offer obligation may also be
triggered where a party acquires the right to become the owner of shares that, together with the party’s
own shareholding, represent more than one-third of the voting rights in the company and the Oslo
Stock Exchange decides that this is regarded as an effective acquisition of the shares in question.
The mandatory offer obligation ceases to apply if the person, entity or consolidated group sells the
portion of the shares that exceeds the relevant threshold within four weeks of the date on which the
mandatory offer obligation was triggered.
When a mandatory offer obligation is triggered, the person subject to the obligation is required to
immediately notify the Oslo Stock Exchange and the company in question accordingly. The
notification is required to state whether an offer will be made to acquire the remaining shares in the
company or whether a sale will take place. As a rule, a notification to the effect that an offer will be
made cannot be retracted. The offer and the offer document required are subject to approval by the
Oslo Stock Exchange before the offer is submitted to the shareholders or made public.
The offer price per share must be at least as high as the highest price paid or agreed by the offeror for
the shares in the six-month period prior to the date the threshold was exceeded. However, if it is clear
that that the market price was higher when the mandatory offer obligation was triggered, the offer
price shall be at least as high as the market price. If the acquirer acquires or agrees to acquire
additional shares at a higher price prior to the expiration of the mandatory offer period, the acquirer is
obliged to restate its offer at such higher price. A mandatory offer must be in cash or contain a cash
alternative at least equivalent to any other consideration offered.
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In case of failure to make a mandatory offer or to sell the portion of the shares that exceeds the
relevant threshold within four weeks, the Oslo Stock Exchange may force the acquirer to sell the
shares exceeding the threshold by public auction. Moreover, a shareholder who fails to make an offer
may not, as long as the mandatory offer obligation remains in force, exercise rights in the company,
such as voting in a General Meeting of the Company’s shareholders, without the consent of a majority
of the remaining shareholders. The shareholder may, however, exercise his/her/its rights to dividends
and pre-emption rights in the event of a share capital increase. If the shareholder neglects his/her/its
duty to make a mandatory offer, the Oslo Stock Exchange may impose a cumulative daily fine that
runs until the circumstance has been rectified.
Any person, entity or consolidated group that owns shares representing more than one-third of the
votes in a Norwegian company listed on a Norwegian regulated market is obliged to make an offer to
purchase the remaining shares of the company (repeated offer obligation) if the person, entity or
consolidated group through acquisition becomes the owner of shares representing 40%, or more of the
votes in the company. The same applies correspondingly if the person, entity or consolidated group
through acquisition becomes the owner of shares representing 50% or more of the votes in the
company. The mandatory offer obligation ceases to apply if the person, entity or consolidated group
sells the portion of the shares which exceeds the relevant threshold within four weeks of the date on
which the mandatory offer obligation was triggered.
Any person, entity or consolidated group that has passed any of the above mentioned thresholds in
such a way as not to trigger the mandatory bid obligation, and has therefore not previously made an
offer for the remaining shares in the company in accordance with the mandatory offer rules is, as a
main rule, obliged to make a mandatory offer in the event of a subsequent acquisition of shares in the
company.
8.5.2
Compulsory acquisition
Pursuant to the Norwegian Public Limited Companies Act and the Norwegian Securities Trading Act,
a shareholder who, directly or through subsidiaries, acquires shares representing more than 90% of the
total number of issued shares in a Norwegian public limited liability company, as well as more than
90% of the total voting rights, has a right, and each remaining minority shareholder of the company
has a right to require such majority shareholder, to effect a compulsory acquisition for cash of the
shares not already owned by such majority shareholder. Through such compulsory acquisition the
majority shareholder becomes the owner of the remaining shares with immediate effect.
If a shareholder acquires shares representing more than 90% of the total number of issued shares, as
well as more than 90% of the total voting rights, through a voluntary offer in accordance with the
Securities Trading Act, a compulsory acquisition can, subject to the following conditions, be carried
out without such shareholder being obliged to make a mandatory offer: (i) the compulsory acquisition
is commenced no later than four weeks after the acquisition of shares through the voluntary offer, (ii)
the price offered per share is equal to or higher than what the offer price would have been in a
mandatory offer, and (iii) the settlement is guaranteed by a financial institution authorised to provide
such guarantees in Norway.
A majority shareholder who effects a compulsory acquisition is required to offer the minority
shareholders a specific price per share, the determination of which is at the discretion of the majority
shareholder. However, where the offeror, after making a mandatory or voluntary offer, has acquired
more than 90% of the voting shares of a company and a corresponding proportion of the votes that can
be cast at the general meeting, and the offeror pursuant to Section 4-25 of the Public Limited
Companies Act completes a compulsory acquisition of the remaining shares within three months after
the expiry of the offer period, it follows from the Norwegian Securities Trading Act that the
redemption price shall be determined on the basis of the offer price for the mandatory/voluntary offer
unless specific reasons indicate another price.
Should any minority shareholder not accept the offered price, such minority shareholder may, within a
specified deadline of not less than two months, request that the price be set by a Norwegian court. The
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cost of such court procedure will, as a general rule, be the responsibility of the majority shareholder,
and the relevant court will have full discretion in determining the consideration to be paid to the
minority shareholder as a result of the compulsory acquisition.
Absent a request for a Norwegian court to set the price or any other objection to the price being
offered, the minority shareholders would be deemed to have accepted the offered price after the expiry
of the specified deadline.
8.5.3
Disclosure obligations
If a person’s, entity’s or consolidated group’s proportion of the total issued shares and/or rights to
shares in a company listed on a regulated market in Norway (with Norway as its home state, which
will be the case for the Company) reaches, exceeds or falls below the respective thresholds of 5%,
10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 1/3, 50%, 2/3 or 90% of the share capital or the voting rights of that company,
the person, entity or group in question has an obligation under the Norwegian Securities Trading Act
to notify the Oslo Stock Exchange and the issuer immediately. The same applies if the disclosure
thresholds are passed due to other circumstances, such as a change in the company’s share capital.
8.5.4
Insider trading
According to Norwegian law, subscription for, purchase, sale or exchange of financial instruments that
are listed, or subject to the application for listing, on a Norwegian regulated market, or incitement to
such dispositions, must not be undertaken by anyone who has inside information, as defined in Section
3-2 of the Norwegian Securities Trading Act. The same applies to the entry into, purchase, sale or
exchange of options or futures/forward contracts or equivalent rights whose value is connected to such
financial instruments or incitement to such dispositions.

8.6

Shareholder and dividend policy

8.6.1
Shareholder policy
The principal objective of the Company’s shareholder policy is to provide shareholders with a
maximum return on their invested capital over time. The Company intends to provide the market and
its shareholders with reliable, timely and consistent information to ensure that investors at all times
have a sound basis for their investment decisions. In addition to regular quarterly reporting, the
Company will provide notifications in respect of significant events as they occur. Further, the
Company has and will continue to meet regularly with investors and analysts.
8.6.2
Dividend policy
The Company’s long-term objective is to pay a regular dividend in support of the Company’s main
objective to maximise returns to shareholders. However, currently the Company is focused on the
development of capital intensive projects and this will limit any dividend payment in the medium
term. A financial covenant on a bank overdraft facility of up to USD 15 million, established 27 July
2011, prevents the Company from making any dividend payments until 26 July 2012.
The level of the Company’s dividend payments will normally reflect the underlying financial
development of the Company. The dividend payment will then be considered in light of the
Company’s financial position, its debt covenants, and capital requirements for additional investment.
In addition, since the parent company in Awilco LNG is a holding company with no material assets
other than the shares of its subsidiaries through which Awilco LNG conducts its operations, liquidity
to be used to pay dividends will depend on its subsidiaries distributing their earnings and cash flow.
The Company has not paid any dividends in the past.
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8.6.3
Legal constraints on the distribution of dividends
Dividends may be paid in cash or in some instances in kind. The Norwegian Public Limited
Companies Act provides several constraints on the distribution of dividends:
-

Dividends are payable only out of distributable reserves. Section 8-1 of the Norwegian Public
Limited Companies Act provides that distributable reserves consist of the profit for the prior
fiscal year (as reflected in the consolidated income statement approved by the annual General
Meeting of shareholders) and the retained profit from previous years (adjusted for any
reclassification of equity), less (i) uncovered losses, (ii) the book value of research and
development, goodwill and net deferred tax assets (as recorded in the balance sheet, as of the
most recent fiscal year end, approved by the annual General Meeting of shareholders), (iii) the
total nominal value of treasury shares which the Company has acquired for ownership or as
security in previous fiscal years, and credit and security which, pursuant to Sections 8-7 to 8-9
of the Norwegian Public Limited Companies Act, fall within the limits of distributable equity,
and (iv) that part of the profit for the prior fiscal year which, by law or pursuant to the
Company's Articles of Association, must be allocated to the undistributable reserve or cannot
be distributed as a dividend.

-

Dividends cannot be distributed if the Company's equity amounts to less than 10% of the total
assets.

-

Dividends can only be distributed to the extent compatible with good and careful business
practice, with due regard to any losses which the Company may have incurred since the
balance sheet date (i.e. the prior fiscal year end) or which the Company may expect to incur.

According to the Norwegian Public Limited Companies Act, there is no time limit after which
entitlement to dividends lapses. Further, there are no dividend restrictions or specific procedures for
non-Norwegian resident shareholders in the Act. For a description of withholding tax on dividends
that is applicable to non-Norwegian residents see section 13.2.1, Norwegian taxation.

8.7

Shareholder agreements, etc.

8.7.1
Lock-up agreements
In connection with the private placement of shares in May 2011, certain shareholders have undertaken
not to sell, pledge, lend or otherwise dispose of any of the shares in the Company held prior to the
private placement completed in May 2011, without the prior written consent of the Managers. The
lock-up agreement does not apply to shares acquired in the private placement in May 2011. The lockup agreement applies correspondingly to any sale of or other disposition of options, warrants,
convertible bonds or other securities convertible or exchangeable into shares in the Company. The
undertakings also apply to swap agreements or other agreements with a similar economic effect to a
transfer of shares.
The Managers may decide at their full discretion whether to grant consents. Consent can only be given
to all shareholders undertaking lock-up jointly, or not at all.
The undertaking to not sell, pledge or otherwise dispose of shares held prior to the private placement
completed in May 2011, remain in force to and including 31 December 2011.
The lock-up agreements are governed by Norwegian law, and any disputes arising under the
agreement shall be referred to the Oslo District Court.
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The lock-up agreements applies to the following shareholders:

Name
AWILCO AS
ASTRUP FEARNLEY A/S
HOME CAPITAL AS
UTHALDEN A/S
TYCOON INDUSTRIER AS
DATUM AS
GROSS MANAGEMENT AS
FIDUCIA AS
TOTAL

Total shares
22,874,500
5,135,050
5,135,050
5,135,050
3,635,640
2,800,950
1,027,010
466,850

Number of
lock-up
shares
20,244,000
4,544,550
4,544,550
4,544,550
3,635,640
2,478,850
908,910
413,150
41,314,200

Percentage lock
up shares
%
29.86%
6.70%
6.70%
6.70%
5.36%
3.66%
1.34%
0.61%
60.95%

In total, 41,314,200 of the Company’s Shares, corresponding to 60.95% are subject to the lock-up until
1 January 2012.
8.7.2
Shareholder agreements
As far as the Company is aware, there are no shareholders’ agreements related to the shares of the
Company.

8.8

Corporate governance

The Company’s corporate governance principles are based on, and comply with, the Corporate
Governance Code of 21 October 2010 (the “Corporate Governance Code”) with the following
exception:
-

The authority granted to the Board of Directors to increase the Company’s share capital, cf.
Section 8.1.3 above is not restricted to defined purposes (Corporate Governance Code Section
3).

The Company sees it as an advantage that the Board has the flexibility to increase the Company’s
share capital without the purposes being defined in advance.

8.9

Listing of the Company’s shares

At the date of the Prospectus none of the Company’s Shares are listed on any regulated market, and no
application for Listing of the Shares on a regulated market has been filed, other than the application
for Listing as described herein.
On 27 July 2011 the Company applied for Listing, and on 24 August 2011 the Board of Directors of
Oslo Børs approved the Listing in its meeting. The first day of Listing will be on 07 October 2011 at
the latest, and is scheduled for on 5 September 2011. The ticker code will be ALNG and the shares
will be traded in NOK.
Costs attributable to the listing will be borne by the Company. The total costs of the Listing are
expected to amount to approximately USD 0.4 million which include cost related to fees to the
Managers, Financial Supervisory Authority and Oslo Børs; costs to legal advisors and auditor; and
printing and distribution of this Prospectus.
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9.

Financial information

9.1

Historical financial information

9.1.1
General
The parent company in the Awilco LNG Group of companies, Awilco LNG AS, was incorporated as a
private limited company under the laws of Norway on 2 February 2011 with the registration number
996 564 894. The Company was converted to a public limited company by a special resolution passed
at the Company’s annual general meeting held on 6 July 2011, and the Company’s name was changed
to Awilco LNG ASA.
The Company has prepared unaudited consolidated financial statements for the period from 1 April
2011 to 30 June 2011 and audited consolidated financial statements for the period from 2 February
2011 to 30 June 2011.
The Company’s financial statements are prepared in accordance with IFRS as adopted by EU.
The financial information in this section has been derived from the Company’s consolidated financial
statements for the period from 2 February 2011 to 30 June 2011, which have been added as Appendix
2 and 3 to this Prospectus.
9.1.2
Summary of significant accounting policies
Basis of preparation
The consolidated financial statements of Awilco LNG ASA and its subsidiaries (the “Group”) is the
Groups first financial statement, and are prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) as endorsed by the European Union. The consolidated financial statements are
prepared on a historical cost basis, and are presented in USD thousand, except as otherwise indicated.
As of 30 June 2011 no financial assets of liabilities is measured at fair value. The principal accounting
policies applied in the preparation of these consolidated financial statements are set out below.
Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include the Company and its subsidiaries as of 30 June 2011.
The financial statements of the subsidiaries are prepared for the same reporting period as the parent
company, using consistent accounting policies. All inter-company transactions and balances are
eliminated in the consolidation. Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from the date of acquisition, being
the date on which the Group obtains control, and continue to be consolidated until the date that such
control ceases.
Revenue
Revenue is recognized to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the
Group and the revenue can be reliably measured. Revenue is measured at the fair value of the
consideration received. Freight revenues and voyage related expenses in a period are accounted for as
the percentage of completed voyages. Voyage accounting consists of actual figures for completed
voyages and estimates for voyages in progress. Voyages are normally discharge-to-discharge.
Foreign currency
The financial statements are presented in USD, which is the functional currency for the Group.
Transactions in foreign currencies are recorded at the exchange rate in effect at the date of the
transaction.
Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the exchange rate in
effect at the balance sheet date. Non-monetary items that are measured at historical cost in a foreign
currency are translated using the exchange rates in effect at the dates of the initial transactions.
Tangible assets – vessels and vessels under construction
Tangible assets are stated at historical cost, less subsequent depreciation and impairment. For the
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construction of new buildings, these costs include all pre-delivery costs incurred during the
development and construction process, including interest costs, supervision and technical costs. For
vessels purchased, these costs include expenditures that are directly attributable to the acquisition of
the vessels. Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis over the useful life of the assets, taking
residual values into consideration, and adjusted for impairment charges, if any.
In accordance with IFRS, each component of the vessels, with a cost significant to the total cost, is
separately identified and depreciated, on a straight-line basis, over that component’s useful life.
Vessels and related equipment have expected useful lives of 20 – 40 years. Expected useful lives of
long-lived assets, and residual values, are reviewed at each balance sheet date and, where they differ
significantly from previous estimates, depreciation calculations are changed accordingly.
Ordinary repairs and maintenance expenses are charged to the income statement during the financial
period in which they are incurred. Costs related to major inspections/classification (dry-docking) are
recognized in the carrying amount of the vessels if certain recognition criteria are satisfied. The
recognition is made when the dry-docking has been performed and is depreciated based on estimated
time to the next inspection. Any remaining carrying amount of the cost of the previous inspection is
de-recognized. The remaining costs that do not meet the recognition criteria are expensed as repairs
and maintenance. When vessels are acquired, a component for remaining dry-docking is identified and
depreciated based on estimated time to the next inspection.
Investments in vessels under construction contracts are capitalized and classified as vessels under
construction. The capitalized value is reclassified from vessels under construction to vessels when the
asset is considered available for its intended use and depreciation commences. The amount of interest
to be capitalized during the asset acquisition period is determined by applying an interest rate to the
average amount of accumulated expenditures during the shipbuilding period, limited to the interest
expense incurred during the reporting period. The interest rate used is the average cost of borrowing
for the Group.
Impairment of tangible assets
All tangible assets are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate
that the carrying amount of an asset may not be recoverable. Whenever the carrying amount of an
asset exceeds its recoverable amount, an impairment loss is recognized. The recoverable amount is the
higher of an asset’s net selling price and value in use. The net selling price is the amount obtainable
from the sale of an asset in an arm’s length transaction less the costs of disposal while value in use is
the present value of estimated future cash flows expected to arise from the continuing use of an asset
and from its disposal at the end of its useful life. Recoverable amounts are estimated for individual
assets or, if it is not possible, for the cash-generating unit.
A previously recognized impairment loss is reversed only if there has been a change in the estimates
used to determine the recoverable amount, however not to an extent higher than the carrying amount
that would have had, if no impairment loss had been recognized in prior years. Such reversals are
recognized in the profit and loss account.
Inventory
Inventories mainly consist of bunker and are recognised at cost. The consumption of bunker is
recognized in accordance with the first-in-first-out principle (FIFO).
Provisions
Provisions are recognized when the Group has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of
a past event, it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required
to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. Where the
Group expects some or all of a provision to be reimbursed, for example under an insurance contract,
the reimbursement is recognized as a separate asset but only when the reimbursement is virtually
certain. The expense relating to any provision is recognized through profit and loss net of any
reimbursement. If the effect of the time value of money is material, provisions are discounted using a
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current pre-tax rate that reflects, where appropriate, the risks specific to the liability. Where
discounting is used, the increase in the provision due to the passage of time is recognized as an interest
expense.
Earnings per share
Basic earnings per share is calculated by dividing net profit for the year attributable to ordinary equity
holders by the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the year. Diluted
earnings per share amounts are calculated by dividing the net profit attributable to ordinary equity
holders of the parent (after deducting interest on the convertible non-cumulative redeemable
preference shares) by the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the year plus
the weighted average number of ordinary shares that would be issued on the conversion of all dilutive
potential ordinary shares to ordinary shares.
Share-based payment transactions
The cost of equity-settled transactions is recognized, together with a corresponding increase in other
capital reserves in equity, over the period in which the performance and/or service conditions are
fulfilled. The cumulative expense recognized for equity-settled transactions at each reporting date until
the vesting date reflects the extent to which the vesting period has expired and the group’s best
estimate of the number of equity instruments that will ultimately vest. As of 31 March 2011 the Group
has no share-based payment agreements.
Taxes
Deferred income tax is provided using the liability method on temporary differences at the balance
sheet date between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts for financial
reporting purposes. Deferred tax liabilities are recognized for all taxable temporary differences.
Deferred tax assets are recognized for all deductible temporary differences to the extent that it is
probable that taxable profits will be available against which the deductible temporary difference can
be utilized.
Deferred income tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply to the
year when the asset is realized or the liability is settled, based on tax rates (and tax laws) that have
been enacted or substantively enacted at the balance sheet date.
Income tax relating to items recognized directly in equity is recognized in equity and not in the profit
and loss statement.
For group companies subject to tonnage tax regimes, the tonnage tax is recognised as an operating
cost.
Financial instruments
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognized when the Group becomes part to the
contractual obligations of the instrument.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash represents cash on hand and deposits with banks that are repayable on demand. Cash equivalents
represent short-term, highly-liquid investments which are readily convertible into known amounts of
cash with original maturities of three months or less.

Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables and other short-term receivables are at initial recognition measured at fair value and
subsequently measured at amortized cost.
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Impairment of financial assets
The Group assesses at each reporting date whether there is any objective evidence that a financial asset
or a group of financial assets is impaired. A financial asset or a group of financial assets is deemed to
be impaired if, and only if, there is objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events
that has occurred after the initial recognition of the asset (an incurred “loss event”) and that loss event
has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset or the group of financial assets
that can be reliably estimated. Evidence of impairment may include indications that the debtors or a
group of debtors is experiencing significant financial difficulty, default or delinquency in interest or
principal payments, the probability that they will enter bankruptcy or other financial reorganization
and where observable data indicate that there is a measurable decrease in the estimated future cash
flows, such as changes in arrears or economic conditions that correlate with defaults.
Trade payables and other short-term liabilities
Trade payables and other short-term liabilities are at initial recognition measured at fair value and
subsequently measured at amortized cost.
Long-term interest-bearing debt
All borrowings are initially recognized at the fair value of the consideration received less directly
attributable transaction costs. After initial recognition, interest-bearing borrowings are subsequently
measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method. A financial liability is derecognized
when the obligation under the liability is discharged, cancelled or expires.
First year instalments of long-term debt are classified as current liabilities. Borrowing costs are
capitalized and then amortized if they are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or
production of a qualifying asset. Borrowing costs are capitalized until the assets are substantially ready
for their intended use. Other borrowing costs are recognized as an expense when incurred.
Segment information
The Company is currently only operating LNG freight vessels. The potential market for the vessels
will be the international LNG market (i.e. all over the world) and will be exposed to the same risks and
returns wherever the vessels are employed. As the vessels are managed as one business segment, the
Company has only one reportable segment.
Related parties transactions
The group and the parent company have transactions with shareholders that through their
shareholdings in the parent company have significant influence on the Ggroup. These contracts are
based on commercial market terms. The contracts relate to the operation of vessels and technical and
management services.
Critical accounting judgements
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires management to make
estimates, judgments and assumptions that affect the amounts reported in the financial statements and
accompanying notes. Management bases its estimates and judgments on historical experience and on
various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the results of which
form the basis for making judgments about the carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not
readily apparent from other sources. Actual results may differ from these estimates. The key sources
of estimation of uncertainty at the balance sheet date, that have a significant risk for causing a material
adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are discussed
below.
Estimates and assumptions
Depreciation of vessels
Depreciation is based on management estimates of the useful lives of the vessels and their residual
values. Estimates may change due to changes in scrap value, technological development, competition
and environmental and legal requirements. Management reviews the future useful lives of each
significant component and the residual values of the vessels annually, taking into consideration the
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above mentioned factors. Any changes in estimated useful lives and/or residual values impact the
depreciation of the vessels prospectively. As of 30 June 2011, the vessels, including the first
instalment for the two newbuildings, had a carrying value of USD 110.5 million.
Impairment of vessels.
Management assesses whether there are any indicators of impairment vessels at each reporting date.
The vessels are tested for impairment when there are indicators that the carrying amounts may not be
recoverable. When value in use calculations are performed, management must estimate the expected
future cash flows from the assets or cash-generating unit and choose a suitable discount rate in order to
calculate the present value of those cash flows. This will be based on management’s evaluations,
including estimates of future performance, revenue generating capacity of the assets, and assumptions
of the future market conditions and appropriate discount rates. Changes in circumstances and in
management’s evaluations and assumptions may give rise to impairment losses in the relevant periods.
As of 30 June 2011, the vessels, including the first instalment for the two newbuildings, had a carrying
value of USD 110.5 million.
9.1.3
Standards issued but not yet effective
Standards, amendments and interpretations to existing standards that are not yet effective and
have not been early adopted by the group are listed below:
It is assessed that none of the standards, amendments and interpretation to existing standards will have
material impact on the financial statements as currently presented, however they may have impact in
the future.
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•

IFRS 9 - ‘Financial Instruments’ effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January
2013 with early application permitted. The standard is applied retrospectively. Phase 1 of
IFRS 9 addresses classification and measurement, and is the first step in the ultimate
replacement of IAS 39. The standard states that financial assets shall be a) classified on the
basis of the entity’s business model for managing the financial assets and the contractual cash
flow characteristics of the financial asset, b) initially measured at fair value plus, in the case of
a financial assets not at fair value through the income statement, particular transaction cost, c)
subsequently measured at amortised cost or fair value. The standard confirms the
classification rules for financial liabilities, but changes the presentation of fair value changes
related to own credit risk for liabilities that are classified as at fair value through the income
statement through the fair value option. The group and company are currently evaluating the
impact of adoption of IFRS 9. The Group expects to implement IFRS 9 as of 1 January 2013,
which is IASB’s effective date.

•

IFRS 7 Financial instruments: Disclosures – Transfers of Financial Assets (amended), The
amendment relates to disclosure requirements for financial assets that are derecognized in
their entirety, but where the entity has a continuing involvement. The amendments will assist
users in understanding the implications of transfers of financial assets and the potential risks
that may remain with the transferor. The Group expects to implement the amended IFRS 7 as
of 1 January 2012, which is IASB’s effective date

•

IFRS 10 Consolidated financial statement, which is a replacement of IAS 27 Consolidated and
separate financial statement, and the amended IAS 27. IFRS 10 establishes a single control
model that applies to all entities (including ‘special purpose entities,’ or ‘structured entities’ as
they are now referred to in the new standards). The changes introduced by IFRS 10 will
require management to exercise significant judgement to determine which entities are
controlled, and therefore are required to be consolidated by a parent, compared with the
requirements that were in IAS 27. The Group expects to implement IFRS 10 as of 1 January
2013, which is IASB’s effective date.
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•

IFRS 11 Joint Ventures. IFRS 11 replaces IAS 31 Interests in Joint Ventures and SIC-13
Jointly-controlled Entities — Non-monetary Contributions by Venturers. IFRS 11 uses the
principle of control in IFRS 10 to define joint control, and the determination of whether joint
control exists may change. In addition, IFRS 11 removes the option to account for jointly
controlled entities (JCEs) using proportionate consolidation. Instead, JCEs that meet the
definition of a joint venture must be accounted for using the equity method. For joint
operations (which includes former jointly controlled operations, jointly controlled assets, and
potentially some former JCEs), an entity recognises its assets, liabilities, revenues and
expenses, and/or its relative share of those items, if any. In addition, when specifying the
appropriate accounting, whereas IAS 31 focused on the legal form of the entity, IFRS 11
focuses on the nature of the rights and obligations arising from the arrangement. The Group
expects to implement IFRS 11 as of 1 January 2013, which is IASB’s effective date.

•

IFRS 12 Disclosures of Investment with other Entities. IFRS 12 includes all of the disclosures
that were previously in IAS 27 related to consolidated financial statements, as well as all of
the disclosures that were previously included in IAS 31 and IAS 28 Investment in Associates.
These disclosures relate to an entity’s interests in subsidiaries, joint arrangements, associates
and structured entities. A number of new disclosures are also required. One of the most
significant changes introduced by IFRS 12 is that an entity is now required to disclose the
judgements made to determine whether it controls another entity. The Group expects to
implement IFRS 12 as of 1 January 2013, which is IASB’s effective date.

•

IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement. IFRS 13 defines fair value, provides guidance on
determination and introduces consistent requirements for disclosures of fair value
measurement. The Group expects to implement IFRS 13 on 1 January 2013, which is IASB’s
effective date.

9.1.4

Consolidated income statement

TUSD
Revenue
Operating expenses
Vessel operating expenses
Voyage expenses
Depreciation and amortization
General and administrative
Total operating expenses
Operating profit/(loss)
Finance income
Finance expense
Profit/(loss) before taxation
Tax benefit/(expense)
Net profit/(loss)
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income/(loss)
Attributable to minority interests
Attributable to shareholders of the parent
Basic net income per share
Diluted net income per share

Unaudited
From 01 Apr 2011
to 30 June 2011
1,607

Audited
From 02 Feb 2011
to 30 June 2011
1,607

4,022
1,792
547
668
7,030
(5,423)
286
(44)
(5,181)
(97)
(5,278)
(5,278)
(5,278)
(0.10)
(0.10)

4,954
1,792
580
1,060
8,386
(6,779)
626
(59)
(6,212)
(109)
(6,321)
(6,321)
(6,321)
(0.14)
(0.14)
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9.1.5

Consolidated statement of financial position
Audited
30 June 2011

Unaudited
02 February 2011

110,541
110,541

-

Trade receivables
Inventory
Other short term assets
Cash and cash equivalents

1,387
5,223
777
59,037

3,681

Total current assets

66,424

3,681

Total assets

176,965

3,681

Equity and liabilities
Share capital
Share premium
Retained earnings
Total equity

48,420
125,808
(6,321)
167,907

3,506
167
3,673

-

-

Short-term interest bearing debt
Trade payables
Other current liabilities
Total current liabilities

6,157
2,901
9,058

8
8

Total liabilities

9,058

8

176,965

3,673

TUSD
Assets
Vessels
Total non-current assets

Total non-current liabilities

Total equity and liabilities

9.1.6

Consolidated statement of changes in equity

TUSD
Equity at incorporation
Profit/ (loss) for the period
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
Share issue
Transaction costs
Balance at 30 June 2011

70

Share capital
3,506

44,914
48,420

Share
premium
167

128,175
(2,534)
125,808

Retained
earnings
(6,321)
(6,321)

(6,321)

Total equity
3,673
(6,321)
(6,321)
173,089
(2,534)
167,907
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9.1.7

Consolidated statement of cash flow
Audited
From 02
Feb 2011
to 30
June
2011

TUSD
Operating activities
Net income before tax
Items included in net income not affecting cash flows:
Depreciation and amortization
Accrued interest
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Trade receivables, inventory and other short term assets
Accounts payable, accrued expenses and deferred revenue
Net cash provided by operating activities
Investment activities
Investment in vessels
Decrease/(increase) in vessel acquisition deposits
Net cash used in investing activities
Financing activities
Issuance of shares, net of transaction costs
Issuance of loan
Net cash provided by/ (used in) financing activities
Net changes in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

9.2

(6,212)
580
(7,387)
8,941
(4,078)

(111,121)
(111,121)
131,601
38,954
170,555
55,356
3,681
59,037

Additional information about the financial statements

9.2.1
Level of consolidation
The financial information is prepared on a consolidated Group basis.
9.2.2
Operating segment
The Company is currently only operating LNG freight vessels. The potential market for the vessels
will be the international LNG market (i.e. all over the world) and will be exposed to the same risks and
returns wherever the vessels are employed. As the vessels are managed as one business segment, the
Company has only one reportable segment.
9.2.3
Age of the latest financial information
The latest full audited financial information presented in this Prospectus is in respect of the period
from 02 February 2011 through 30 June 2011.
9.2.4
Name and address of auditors
The auditor of Awilco LNG is Ernst & Young AS, Dronning Eufemias gate 6, Oslo Atrium, Postboks 20, Oslo,
N0051 Norway, and has been the Company’s auditor since its incorporation. Ernst & Young has audited the
Company’s financial statements from the date of incorporation (02 February 2011) to 30 June 2011 and the audit
report is included in the financial statement as attached to this Prospectus as Appendix 2. Ernst & Young has not
audited, reviewed or produced any report or any other information provided in this Prospectus. Ernst & Young is
a member of the Norwegian Institute of Public Auditors (Nw. Den Norske Revisorforening).
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10.

Operating and financial review

10.1

Developments from incorporation to June 2011

The discussion below refers to the period from incorporation on 2 February 2011 to 30 June 2011.
10.1.1

Information on financial condition and operating results

Operating revenues
The Company had operating revenues of USD 1.6 million from February to June 2011. WilPower has
been on contract for USD 45,000 per day since May 2011 and has been the only of the 3 vessels
generating income in the period. The WilPower contract can be extended through three 6-month
periods, in charterer’s option from November 2011. In July the Company entered into a 30 days fixed
contract period for the WilGas vessel at an undisclosed rate. Finally, the Company is currently in
active discussions for chartering of WilEnergy and WilGas.
Operating expenses
The Company’s total operating expenses for the period were USD 8.4 million of which vessel
operating expenses amounted to USD 5.0 million, general and administration expenses amounted to
USD 1.1 million and depreciation and amortisation amounted to USD 0.6 million. The Company’s
vessel operating expenses includes docking expenses, crew expenses, mobilisation costs and other
expenses. Furthermore the general and administration expenses reflect employee expenses related to
the Company’s Senior Management.
Net financial income and expenses
Financial income of USD 0.6 million mainly relates to a net gain on foreign currency and secondarily
relates to interest income on the Company’s cash deposit.
Financial expenses of USD 0.06 million mainly relates to interest expenses on the Company’s
shareholder loan. The shareholder loan was in Q2 converted into equity in the Company.
Net income / loss
Loss for the period attributable to equity shareholders is the loss before tax of USD 6.2 million less
income tax of USD 0.1 million, resulting in a loss of USD 6.3 million for the period. The loss recorded
for the period reflects that only one of the Company’s three vessels has been on contract in the period.
In July the Company entered into a 30 day fixed contract for WilGas. The Company is in active
discussions for chartering of WilEnergy and WilGas.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents as at 31 March 2011 totalled USD 59 million which related to bank
deposits. None of the bank deposits are restricted cash.
Liabilities
Current liabilities was USD 9.1 million and consisted of trade payables of USD 6.2 million and other
current liabilities of USD 2.9 million.
The Company had no non-current liabilities as of 30 June 2011.
Total equity
Total equity as at 30 June 2011 was USD 167.9 million. The Company’s equity position in the period
has been impacted by issuance of new equity, issuance of a new shareholder loan that was
subsequently converted into equity, and by conversion of the existing shareholder loan into equity.
These changes are further described in section 8.1.2, Incorporation and changes to the share capital.
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10.1.2 Cash position and cash flows
Working capital overview
As of 30 June 2011, the Company had cash and cash equivalents amounting to USD 59.0 million.
Significant changes in cash and cash equivalents in the period are primarily effects of the following
matters:
•
•
•
•
•

April 2011: Issuance of new shareholder loan of USD 14 million (in addition to existing
shareholder loan of USD 25 million)
April 2011: Equity issue of approx. USD 14 million
April 2011: Conversion of the two shareholder loans of USD 39 million
May 2011: Equity issue of NOK 534,788,415
May 2011: The Company signed an agreement for two newbuild LNG carriers from the
Daewoo yard at an all-in cost per vessel of approximately USD 200 million each, of which 70
% is payable at delivery of the vessels in August and November 2013

Cash flows from operating activities
The Company’s net cash flows from operating activities amounted to USD negative (4.1) million in
the period. The cash flows from operating activities reflects that WilPower was the only vessel in
contract. In July the Company entered into a fixed contract for WilGas and is in active discussions for
chartering of the last vessel.
Cash flows from investing activities
The Company’s net cash flows from investing activities amounted to USD negative (111) million in
the period, consisting of USD 67 million relating to the acquisition of WilPower, WilGas and
WilEnergy, USD 5 million in dry-docking and upgrades and a deposit of USD 19.7 million paid for
each of the newbuilding contracts.
Cash flows from financing activities
The Company’s net cash flows from financing activities amounted to USD 171 million in period,
reflecting among other things an equity issue of NOK 535 million and issuance of a shareholder loan
of USD 39.0 million. The shareholder loan was in April converted into equity in the Company.

10.2

Significant changes in financial or trading position

With the following exceptions there have not been significant changes in the financial or trading
position of the Company since 30 June 2011, which was the date of the last consolidated financial
statements:
•
•

10.3

The Company’s WilEnergy vessel was delivered on 30 June 2011 and is actively marketed for
short-term contracts in the LNG spot market
In July the Company entered into a 30 days fixed contract period for the WilGas vessel at an
undisclosed rate.

Significant factors affecting income

Except as set out above, the Company’s income from operations have not been affected by significant
factors, unusual or infrequent events or new developments.

10.4

Significant external factors

Except as set out above, and except as described elsewhere in this Prospectus, the Company is not
aware of any governmental, economic, fiscal, monetary or political policies or factors that have
materially affected, directly or indirectly, its operations, or of proposed changes to such policies or
factors that could materially affect its operations.
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11.

Capital resources

11.1

Overview

The Company’s funding is done on case by case basis. Generally, the Company aims to secure
funding of projects as investment decisions are made, so as not to have financing risks on committed
investments.
In the treasury of the Company’s funds, the Company employs a low risk profile based on maintaining
funds required for future investment on readily available bank accounts or on short term interest
bearing deposits. The Company does currently not employ hedging instruments.
The Company’s operating currency will be U.S. dollars. The Company’s cash-reserves, of which most
will be in U.S. dollars while the remaining will be held in Norske Kroner, will be kept at interestbearing accounts at the Company’s bank facility provider, DnB NOR Bank ASA.
The Company considers itself to be well capitalised through the equity private placements carried out
in February 2011, April 2011 and May 2011.

11.2

Restrictions on use of capital resources

As of the date of this Prospectus there are no restrictions on use of capital resources other than the
restriction on dividend until 27 July 2012, See further description of the dividend policy in section
8.6.2. There are no restrictions on use of capital resources between the Group’s operating subsidiaries.

11.3

Capitalization and indebtedness

The table below shows the Company’s consolidated capitalisation and net indebtedness as per 30 June
2011. Indebtedness is calculated based on the consolidated statement of position for the Company. As
of 30 June 2011 the Company’s consolidated total equity was NOK 168 million. The information has
been derived from the Company’s consolidated financial statements as of 30 June 2011, as attached in
Appendix 2 to this Prospectus. This table should be read in conjunction with the Company’s
consolidated financial statements as of 30 June 2011 and related notes and other financial information.
11.3.1

Capitalization

TUSD
Total current debt
Secured
Unsecured
Total non-current debt
Secured
Unsecured

Unaudited
30 June 2011

9,058

-

Shareholder’s equity
a Share capital
b Share premium
c Translation differences and other reserves
d Retained earnings

48,420
125,808
(6,321)

Total capitalisation

176, 965
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11.3.2

Indebtedness
Unaudited
30 June 2011

TUSD
A. Cash
B. Cash equivalents
C. Trading securities
D. Liquidity (A+B+C)

59,037
59,037

E. Current financial receivables

1,387

F. Current bank debt
G. Current portion of non-current debt
H. Other current financial debt
I. Current financial debt (F+G+H)

6,157
6,157

J. Net current financial indebtedness (I-E-D)

(54,267)

K. Non-current bank loans
L. Bond issues
M. Other non-current loans

-

N. Non-current financial debt (K+L+M)

-

O. Net financial indebtedness (J+N)

(54,267)

The Company does currently not have any indebtedness. A bank overdraft facility of up to USD 15
million was established on 27 July, 2011 to secure additional flexibility in the Company’s funding. As
of Listing, the Company has not used this facility. See section 11.5 for a discussion of “Planned and
committed investments and related funding”.

11.4

Overview of capital expenditures

The table below sets forth an overview of the Company’s historical and planned consolidated
investments and disposals.

Figures in USDm
(unaudited)
Vessels and Related
Equipment
Other fixtures & Equipment

Capital
expenditure
H1 2011

Capital
expenditure
2011*

Capital
expenditure
2012*

Capital
expenditure
2013*

111

151

39

282

0
111

0

0

0

151

39

282

Total capital expenditure
Note: * 2011-13 capital expenditure is planned and committed

Of the capital expenditure of USD 111 million in H1 2011, USD 67.1 million reflects the acquisition
of the Company’s three existing vessels, USD 5.0 million relates to dry-docking and upgrade cost for
WilGas and USD 39.3 million in yard-instalments for the two newbuildings. The remaining capital
expenditure in 2011 of USD 39.3 million and the USD 39.3 million in 2012 relate to additional yardinstalments of the two newbuildings. The capital expenditure in 2013 of USD 282 million relates to
USD 275 in final yard payments for the newbuildings and an estimated USD 7 million of completion
and mobilization costs.
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11.5

Planned and committed investments and related funding

The only planned material tangible fixed asset investment are related to the delivery of the Company’s
ordered LNG vessels. The all-is cost of these vessels is USD 400 million, of which USD 78.7 million
is payable in 2011, USD 39.3 million is payable at steel cutting expected in 2012 and USD 275 million
is payable upon delivery expected in 2013. In addition an estimated USD 7 million of final completion
and mobilization costs is expected upon taken delivery of the newbuildings.
In order to finance the newbuilds, the Company carried out an equity private placement in May 2011
with gross proceeds of NOK 534,788,415 million. The Company expects to fund all pre-delivery
payments related to its existing newbuilds through the equity private placement in addition to
operating cash flows from the Company’s three LNG vessels. Per 30 June 2011 the Company had
USD 59 million of cash and cash equivalents available. With USD 39.3 million in yard payment
remaining in 2011 and another UDS 39.3 payable at steel cutting in 2012, the Company is dependent
on USD 4.7 million of cash flow from the 3 existing LNG vessel if the overdraft facility of USD 15
million is fully used. The Company is actively marketing its 3 vessels for future contracts to cover this
capital need.
The Company further expects to fund the delivery payment related to its existing newbuilds of USD
275 million and the final completion and mobilization cost of USD 7 million through the debt capacity
of the two newbuild LNG carriers in addition to operating cash flows from the Company’s existing
three LNG carriers. The Company may choose to fund pre-delivery and/or delivery payments through
the debt capacity of its existing LNG carriers, instead of, or in addition to, the operating cash flows
from its existing LNG carriers. The Company may also choose to fund delivery payments through an
equity issue. There are however no formal requirements of the proportion of the newbuilds cost which
is to be financed with equity. The Company is confident that financing for its existing newbuild LNG
carriers will be available.
The table below illustrates the preceding discussion regarding the Company’s committed investments
and its available funding:
Capital
Capital
expenditure
Expenditure
H2 2011
2012
Figures in USDm
Cash and equivalents beginning of period
59
Bank facility beginning period
15
Funding excl. operating cash-flow, beginning of period
74
35
Capital expenditure
(39)
(39)
Funding excl. operating cash-flow, end of period
35
(5)
In addition to the ordered LNG newbuildings, the Company holds an option for two additional LNG
vessels or two FSRU’s, as further described in section 5.4.3 Newbuilding options. The Company will
only exercise the options if these are found to create value for shareholders, stakeholders and the
Company alike. Further, the Company will only exercise the options if equity financing related to
equity instalments is secured and if financing in general is available on reasonable terms.

11.6

Working capital statement

In the opinion of the Company’s board of directors, the Group has sufficient working capital for its
present requirements for the next 12 months.
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12.

Legal and regulatory issues

12.1

Jurisdiction and choice of law

This Prospectus is subject to Norwegian law, unless otherwise indicated herein.
Any dispute arising in respect of this Prospectus is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of Oslo District
Court.

12.2

Disputes

The Company and/or Group is not, and has not been since its incorporation, party to, or the subject to,
any governmental, legal or arbitration proceedings which may have, or have had, significant effects on
the Company’s and/or the Group’s financial position or its profitability. The Company and/or Group is
further not aware of any such legal or arbitration proceedings being threatened.

12.3

Material contracts

Other than the Shipbuilding Contracts and option agreements for additional LNG vessels, as further
described in section 12.4, the Company has not entered into contracts deemed to be outside of its
ordinary business and which, in its view, can be deemed to represent material obligations or give
material entitlements to the Company.

12.4

Transactions with related parties

12.4.1

General

On 8 March 2011, the Company entered into three agreements with different related parties governing
the provision of a number of services from the Company’s related parties to the Company. These
agreements include a Supervisory Technical Management Agreement with Wilhelmsen Marine
Services AS (see section 12.4.2 below), and a Management Agreement with AWILHELMSEN
Management AS (see section 12.4.3 below).
On 28 March 2011, the Company entered into a management-on-hire agreement with Awilco AS and
Jon Skule Storheill regarding the latter’s temporary employment as acting CEO for the Company.
Pursuant to the agreement, Mr. Storheill will be employed on a 70 % basis by the Company and on a
30 % basis for Awilco AS and the costs related to his employment will be shared using the same basis.
The agreement is meant to last until a new CEO is employed by the Company.
On 28 June 2011, the Company also entered into a Technical Management agreement regarding the
newbuildings with Wilhelmsen Marine Services AS (see section 12.4.4 below). In addition, on 31 May
2011, the Company entered into an agreement with Awilco AS regarding the right to the name
“Awilco” and the use of the Awilco flag (see section 12.4.5 below).
As of the date of this Prospectus, the Company has not entered into any other transactions with related
parties.
12.4.2

Supervisory Technical Management Agreement

Under the supervisory technical management agreement, the Company appoints Wilhelmsen Marine Services
AS as supervisory technical manager of the Company’s vessels. Under the agreement, the manager shall
perform certain technical management services related to the vessels, such as supervisory management,
communication with the classification society and regularly reporting services regarding the status of the
vessels. The Company shall pay a management fee to the manager of USD 75,000 per vessel per year. The
management fee shall be adjusted annually in accordance with the increase of the Norwegian consumer price
index. The agreement can be terminated by both parties with three months written notice. The agreement is
governed and construed in accordance with Norwegian law, and any disputes arising under the agreement
shall be referred to arbitration in Oslo, Norway, in accordance with the Norwegian Arbitration Act.
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12.4.3

Management Agreement

Under the management agreement, the Company appoints AWILHELMSEN Management AS as the
manager of the Company. The manager shall perform management services of the Company relating
to for instance accounting, budgets, liquidity management and controlling, insurance and contracts.
The Company shall pay a management fee to the manager of USD 200,000 per year. The agreement
can be terminated by both parties with six months written notice. The agreement is governed and
construed in accordance with Norwegian law, and any disputes arising under the agreement shall be
referred to arbitration in Oslo, Norway, in accordance with the Norwegian Arbitration Act.
12.4.4

Technical Management Agreement

V. Ship has entered into contract with each of the shipowning companies (Awilco LNG 1, Awilco
LNG 2 and Awilco LNG 3) for the technical management of the vessels WilGas, WilPower and
WilEnergy. The agreement includes crewing of the vessels, ensuring compliance with applicable laws
and regulations, arranging necessary supplies and supervision of dry dockings, repairs and
maintenance of the Vessels.
Under the technical management agreement for the newbuildings, the Company appoints Wilhelmsen
Marine Services AS as technical manager, meaning vessels under construction. The manager shall
perform certain technical management services related to the vessels, such as project management,
communication with the classification society and regularly reporting services regarding the vessels
under construction. The Company shall pay a management fee to the manager which shall be based on
the time accrued for the persons involved at cost plus a margin of 5%. The manager shall, in addition
be reimbursed for all costs plus a margin of 5% on all costs incurred by the manager in relation to the
technical services, including a pro rata share of costs for office accommodation. The agreement can be
terminated by both parties with three months written notice. The agreement is governed and construed
in accordance with Norwegian law, and any disputes arising under the agreement shall be referred to
arbitration in Oslo, Norway, in accordance with the Norwegian Arbitration Act.
12.4.5

Agreement regarding right to the name “Awilco”

The Company has entered into an agreement with Awilco AS in respect of the Awilco name. Under
this agreement, the Company is, subject to certain restrictions, granted free of charge non-exclusive,
non-transferable right to use the name “Awilco” and the Awilco flag as part of its corporate name, and
to use the word Awilco as part of trademarks or brand names used in its operations. Awilco AS may
terminate the agreement by two months’ prior written notice if Awilco AS’ ownership in the Company
should for any reason be reduced below 1/3 of the total number of outstanding shares in the Company.
Awilco may terminate the agreement with immediate effect if the Company is in material breach of
the agreement, or if the Company uses the “Awilco” name in a manner which is likely to cause
material harm to the goodwill attached to the name. A termination of the agreement by Awilco AS
would mean that the Company would need to change its corporate name and to cease using any
trademarks which include the name “Awilco”. The Company shall carry all costs related to the actions
to be taken in this respect, including all rebranding costs. The agreement is governed and construed in
accordance with Norwegian law, and any disputes arising under the agreement shall be referred to
arbitration in Oslo, Norway, in accordance with the Norwegian Arbitration Act.

12.5

Environmental and other regulations in LNG industry

12.5.1 General
The Company is subject to a broad range of government regulations, in particular regulations relating
to the carriage, handling, storage and regasification of LNG. These regulations include international
conventions and national, state and local laws and regulations in the countries where the Company’s
vessels are registered or may operate. Furthermore, various governmental and quasi-governmental
agencies require the Company to obtain permits, licenses and certificates for the operation of its
vessels and may inspect the vessels on both a scheduled and an unscheduled basis. These entities
include among others local port authorities, classification societies, flag state administrations,
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charterers, terminal operators and LNG producers. Failure to maintain necessary permits or approvals
could require the Company to incur substantial costs or temporarily suspend operation of one or more
of its vessels.
The Company is operating in compliance with the International Standards Organizations ("ISO"),
Environmental Standards for the management of significant environmental aspects associated with the
ownership and operation of a fleet of LNG carriers, and is in the process of receiving certification of
compliance with the ISO Environmental Standard. This certification requires that the Company
commit managerial resources to act on the Company's environmental policy through an effective
management system.

12.6

In-House Inspections

The Company’s ship managers carry out inspections of the Company's vessels on a regular basis; both
at sea and while the vessels are in port. The Company carries out inspection and ship audits to verify
conformity with managers’ reports. The results of these inspections, which are conducted both in port
and underway, result in a report containing recommendations for improvements to the overall
condition of the vessel, maintenance, safety and crew welfare. Based in part on these evaluations, the
Company creates and implements a program of continual maintenance for its vessels and their
systems.
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13.

Norwegian Taxation

Set out below is a summary of certain Norwegian tax matters related to investments in the Company.
The summary is based on Norwegian laws, rules and regulations applicable as of the date of this
Prospectus, which may be subject to any changes in law occurring after such date. Such changes
could possibly be made on a retroactive basis. The summary does not address foreign tax laws.
The summary is of a general nature and does not purport to be a comprehensive description of all the
Norwegian tax considerations that may be relevant for a decision to acquire, own or dispose of
Shares. Shareholders who wish to clarify their own tax situation should consult with and rely upon
their own tax advisers. Shareholders resident in jurisdictions other than Norway and shareholders
who ceases to be resident in Norway for tax purposes (due to domestic tax law or tax treaty) should
consult with and rely upon their own tax advisers with respect to the tax position in their country of
residence and the tax consequences related to ceasing to be resident in Norway for tax purposes.
Please note that for the purpose of the summary below, a reference to a Norwegian or foreign
shareholder refers to the tax residency rather than the nationality of the shareholder.

13.1

Income tax - Norwegian shareholders

13.1.1

Taxation of dividends

Norwegian Personal Shareholders
Dividends received by shareholders who are individuals resident in Norway for tax purposes
(“Norwegian Personal Shareholders”) are taxable as ordinary income for such shareholders at a flat
rate of 28% to the extent the dividend exceeds a tax-free allowance.
The allowance is calculated on a share-by-share basis. The allowance for each share is equal to the
cost price of the share multiplied by a determined risk free interest rate based on the effective rate after
tax of interest on treasury bills (Norwegian: “statskasseveksler”) with three months maturity. The
allowance is calculated for each calendar year, and is allocated solely to Norwegian Personal
Shareholders holding shares at the expiration of the relevant calendar year. Norwegian Personal
Shareholders who transfer shares will thus not be entitled to deduct any calculated allowance related to
the year of transfer. Any part of the calculated allowance one year exceeding the dividend distributed
on the share (“excess allowance”) may be carried forward and set off against future dividends received
on, or gains upon realisation, of the same share. Any excess allowance will also be included in the
basis for calculating the allowance on the same share the following years.
Norwegian Corporate Shareholders
Dividends received by shareholders who are limited liability companies (and certain similar entities)
resident in Norway for tax purposes (“Norwegian Corporate Shareholders”) are included in the
calculation of the shareholders’ net income from shares qualifying for the participation exemption,
including dividends received from the Company. Only 3% of net income from shares qualifying for
the participation exemption shall be included in the calculation of ordinary income. Ordinary income
is subject to tax at a flat rate of 28%, implying that net income from shares is effectively taxed at a rate
of 0.84%.
13.1.2

Capital Gains Tax

Norwegian Personal Shareholders
Sale, redemption or other disposal of shares is considered a realisation for Norwegian tax purposes. A
capital gain or loss generated by a Norwegian Personal Shareholder through a realisation of shares is
taxable or tax deductible in Norway. Such capital gain or loss is included in or deducted from the
shareholder’s ordinary income in the year of disposal. Ordinary income is taxable at a rate of 28%.
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The gain is subject to tax and the loss is tax-deductible irrespective of the duration of the ownership
and the number of shares disposed of.
The taxable gain/deductible loss is calculated per share, as the difference between the consideration
for the share and the Norwegian Personal Shareholder’s cost price of the share, including any costs
incurred in relation to the acquisition or realisation of the share. From this capital gain, Norwegian
Personal Shareholders are entitled to deduct a calculated allowance, provided that such allowance has
not already been used to reduce taxable dividend income. See “Norwegian Personal Shareholders”
under Section 13.1.1 Taxation of Dividends above for a description of the calculation of the allowance.
The allowance may only be deducted in order to reduce a taxable gain, and cannot increase or produce
a deductible loss, i.e. any unused allowance exceeding the capital gain upon the realisation of a share
will be annulled.
If the Norwegian Personal Shareholder owns shares acquired at different points in time, the shares that
were acquired first will be regarded as the first to be disposed of, on a first-in first-out basis.
Norwegian Corporate Shareholders
Sale, redemption or other disposal of shares is considered a realisation for Norwegian tax purposes.
Capital gains derived from the realisation of shares qualifying for the participation exemption method
are included in the calculation of net income from such shares. Losses incurred upon realisation of
such shares may be deducted in order to reduce net taxable income from shares qualifying for the
participation exemption method in the same fiscal year. Only 3% of net income from shares qualifying
for the participation exemption method shall be taxable as ordinary income at a flat rate of 28%,
implying that net income from shares is effectively taxed at a rate of 0.84%. Negative net income from
shares qualifying for the participation exemption method does not reduce ordinary income.
13.1.3

Net wealth tax

The value of shares is included in the basis for the computation of wealth tax imposed on Norwegian
Personal Shareholders. Currently, the marginal wealth tax rate is 1.1% of the value assessed. The
value for assessment purposes for shares listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange is the listed value as of 1
January in the year of assessment.
Norwegian Corporate Shareholders are not subject to wealth tax.

13.2

Income tax - Foreign Shareholders

13.2.1

Taxation of dividends

Dividends distributed to shareholders who are not resident in Norway for tax purposes (“Foreign
Shareholders”) are generally subject to Norwegian withholding tax on dividends. The general
withholding tax rate on dividends is 25%, but the tax rate is in many cases reduced to 15% (or lower)
if a tax treaty applies.
In accordance with the present administrative system in Norway, the distributing company will deduct
withholding tax at the regular rate or reduced rate according to an applicable tax treaty, based on the
information registered with the Norwegian Registry of Securities (VPS) with regard to the tax
residence of the Foreign Shareholder.
Nominee registered shares will be subject to 25% withholding tax unless the nominee has obtained an
approval from the Norwegian tax authorities that a lower tax rate shall apply. To obtain such approval
the nominee must file an application to the Norwegian tax authorities, which includes a survey of all
beneficial owners that are subject to withholding tax at a reduced rate.
Foreign Shareholders that are corporate entities tax resident within the European Economic Area
(“EEA”) are exempt from Norwegian tax on dividends distributed from Norwegian limited liability
companies, provided that the corporate Foreign Shareholder in fact is genuinely established within the
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EEA and manages a genuine business within the EEA. Foreign Shareholders that are exempt from
Norwegian tax on dividends may apply to the Norwegian tax authorities for a refund of the
withholding tax deducted.
Foreign Shareholders that are individuals tax resident within the EEA may claim that a tax-free
allowance is calculated and applied in the same way as for Norwegian Personal Shareholders, cf.
above. However, the deduction for tax-free allowance does not apply in the event that the withholding
tax rate, pursuant to an applicable tax treaty, leads to a lower actual taxation on the dividends than the
withholding tax rate of 25% less the tax-free allowance. Any tax-free return is only available upon
application, and any refund is given after the end of the income year.
Foreign Shareholders that have been subject to a higher withholding tax than set out in an applicable
tax treaty or the Norwegian Tax Act may apply to the Norwegian tax authorities for a refund of the
excess withholding tax deducted.
If the shares are held in respect of a business (typically a permanent establishment) liable to taxation in
Norway, the dividends will in general be subject to the same taxation as for Norwegian shareholders,
cf. Above.
13.2.2

Capital Gains Tax

Gains from the sale or other disposal of shares by a Foreign Shareholder should not be subject to
taxation in Norway unless the Foreign Shareholder is an individual who holds the shares in connection
with business activities carried out or managed from Norway.
13.2.3

Net Wealth Tax

Foreign Shareholders are not subject to Norwegian net wealth tax, unless the Foreign Shareholders is
an individual who holds the shares in connection with business activities carried out or managed from
Norway.

13.3

Inheritance tax

When shares are transferred by way of inheritance or gift, such transfer may give rise to inheritance or
gift tax in Norway if the decedent, at the time of death, or the donor, at the time of the gift, is a
resident or citizen of Norway.
The basis for the computation of inheritance tax is the market value at the time the transfer takes place.
The rate is progressive from 0% to 15%. For inheritance and gifts from parents to children, the
maximum rate is 10%.

13.4

Duties on transfer of shares

No stamp or similar duties are currently imposed in Norway on the transfer or issuance of shares in
Norwegian companies.
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14.

Additional information

14.1

Documents on display

For a period of 12 months the following documents (or copies thereof) may be inspected at the
Company’s registered office during normal business hours on Monday to Friday each week (except
public holidays):
a) The Articles of Association of the Company;
b) The historical financial information of the Company and its subsidiary undertakings since
incorporation to the publication of the Prospectus.
c) All reports included or referred to in the Prospectus;
d) This Prospectus
Copies of this Prospectus may also be obtained from the Managers during normal business hours for
the same 12 month period.
Arctic Securities ASA
Haakon VII’s Gate 5
P.O. Box 1833 Vika
N-0123 Oslo, Norway
Telephone: +47 21 01 31 00
Telefax: +47 21 01 31 37
www.arcticsec.no

Pareto Securities AS
Dronning Mauds gate 3
P.O. Box 1411 Vika
N-0115 Oslo, Norway
Telephone: +47 22 87 87 00
Telefax: +47 22 87 87 10
www.pareto.no

In addition this Prospectus can be downloaded from the web pages of the Company
(www.awilcolng.com), from Arctic Securities (www.arcticsec.com), and from Pareto Securities
(www.pareto.no).

14.2

Third party statements

The information in this Prospectus that has been sourced from third parties has been accurately
reproduced and as far as the Company is aware and able to ascertain from information published by
that third party, no facts have been omitted which would render the reproduced information inaccurate.
For a period of 12 months, all data in this Prospectus that is not publicly available may be inspected at
the Managers’ registered offices during normal business hours on Monday to Friday each week
(except public holidays).

14.3

Cautionary note regarding forward looking statements

This Prospectus contains “forward looking statements” relating to the Company’s business and the
sectors in which it operates. Forward looking statements include all statements that are not historical
facts, and can be identified by words such as “believes,” “anticipates,” “projects,” “intends,”
“expects,” or the negatives of these terms or similar expressions. These statements appear in a number
of places in this Prospectus, principally in Section 2 Risk Factors, Section 5 Presentation of Awilco
LNG ASA and Section 6 Market Overview and include statements regarding the Senior Management’s
intent, belief or current expectations with respect to, among other things:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintaining or developing new and existing customer relationships
Successfully growing the Company’s business
Delivery of the newbuild LNG carriers
Successfully managing liquidity
Attracting, hiring, training and retaining qualified personnel to manage and operate the
Company’s LNG carriers
Identifying and consummating desirable acquisitions, joint ventures or strategic alliances
Identifying and capitalizing on opportunities in new markets
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Any forward looking statements contained in this Prospectus should not be relied upon as predictions
of future events. There can be no assurance that the expectations expressed in these forward looking
statements will prove to be correct. Actual results could differ materially from expectations expressed
in the forward looking statements if one or more of the underlying assumptions or expectations proves
to be inaccurate or is unrealized. Some important factors that could cause actual results to differ
materially from those in the forward looking statements are, in certain instances, included with such
forward looking statements or in Section 2 Risk Factors.
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15.

Definitions

When used in this Prospectus, the following terms shall have the meanings set out below, unless the
context otherwise requires. Words importing the plural shall be construed to include the singular and
vice versa.
Appendix

Any of the appendices to this Prospectus

Arctic Securities ASA

Arctic Securities ASA, acting as Joint Leader Manager

Articles of Association

The articles of association of the Company

Board of Directors

The Board of Directors of the Company

Common Shares

Ordinary shares of the Company with par value NOK 4 at the date of
this Prospectus

Company

Awilco LNG ASA

Director

A member of the Board

DSME

Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering. The shipyard where the
Company has ordered 2 newbuild LNG vessels and holds an option for
delivery of 2 additional LNG vessels

EEA

European Economic Area

EU

European Union

Finanstilsynet

Financial Supervisory Authority of Norway

FSRU

Floating Storage and Regasification Unit

Group

Awilco LNG ASA and its subsidiaries

IEA

International Energy Agency – Autonomous intergovernmental
organization established in the framework of the OECD in 1974

Listing

The listing of the Company’s Shares on Oslo Axess.

LOI

Letter of Interest

Managers

Arctic Securities ASA and Pareto Securities AS

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

Norwegian Code

The Norwegian Code of Practice for Corporate Governance, as issued
by The Norwegian Corporate Governance Board (NUES)

NUES

The Norwegian Corporate Governance Board

OPEC

Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries

Pareto Securities AS

Pareto Securities AS, acting as Joint Leader Manager
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Prospectus

This Prospectus

Registered Shareholders

The registered holder of the legal title to any Share as recorded in the
Company's register of members

Securities Trading Act

The Norwegian Securities Act of 29 June 2007 no. 75 (in Norwegian:
“verdipapirhandelloven”)

Senior Management

The senior management of Awilco LNG ASA

Shares

Ordinary shares in the capital of the Company, each with a par value of
NOK 4.

USD

United States Dollar, the lawful currency of the United States of
America

VPS

The Norwegian Central Securities Depository (in Norwegian:
“Verdipapirsentralen”)

Yard

Daewoo shipyard located in Korea, responsible for construction of the
newbuild LNG carriers.

YTD

The period from 02 February 2011 to 30 June 2011
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Appendix 1: Articles of Association of the Company
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Appendix 2: Financial Statements for the Period 02 February
2011 to 30 June 2011
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Appendix 3: Published Financial Statements for the Period 02
February 2011 to 30 June 2011
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Appendix 4: Auditor’s report
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Awilco LNG
Beddingen 8
P.O. Box 1583 Vika
N-0118 Oslo, Norway
Telephone: +47 22 01 42 00
Telefax: +47 22 01 43 70
www.awilcolng.no

Arctic Securities ASA
Haakon VII’s Gate 5
P.O. Box 1833 Vika
N-0123 Oslo, Norway
Telephone: +47 21 01 31 00
Telefax: +47 21 01 31 37
www.arcticsec.no

Pareto Securities AS
Dronning Mauds gate 3
P.O. Box 1411 Vika
N-0115 Oslo, Norway
Telephone: +47 22 87 87 00
Telefax: +47 22 87 87 10
www.pareto.no
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